Odober lvins wmte a thoughtful and infonnative
article about conference size in which she
addressed ways to bring down attendance:
1. Limitmgi.trclnon.

NASlG membership now s t a d at
appmximately 1100, and the Regional
Councils 6. MembenMpCommittee has a goal
i
t members horn groups that are
to m
u n d e r - m n t e d , such as Mexican serialists
and serialists in public libraries. How do we
balance the need to have a membership that
represents the gmgrephic and professional
unlvene ofiwiab WMk with a desire to go
b
a
a to the good old days when the
conference regirtration was 3 m Those of
you who are willing to have your conference
regktretions rejected because the limit has
been reached please stand up. Penonally. i
cannot imaglna not hav'hg the pleasure of
attending NASlG each year. Can you? And
wouldn't you be pleased to meet a fellow
serialist from Mexiw or a public library at the
next NASlG conference? Iwould.
2. RaiHthOpriW.

Ican just hear the yelling and screaming now.
But how many of you have had the pleasure
of explaining to your institution's bursar that
"Yes. that is correct.
Room. board,
registration. the whofe shootin' match for
t300.00.' And them am thoseof you who pay
your own way and are abie to go to the
conference most every year because it is
affordable. Ido not see raisingthe price as an
option. Doyou?
3. Urnit mgi8tmtion to mamb.n only.
October sums this up nicely in her article:
keeping attendance open is a good marketing

tool. Each year NASlG losss a few membm
and then gains those numbm back, usually
from the nonmember group that attended the
confemnce and saw what NASIG could offer
them. Maintaining a membenhip of at least

lo00 generates the funds needed to support

basic member services such as the
~ ~ i e t the
t ~MembemhiD
,
Directory and
NASIGWeb. Wouldn't you miss thoso things if
we could not afford them any longer?
Remedies to the cramped and crowded feeling to
which you have alluded have been and will
continue to be sought in the following areas:

rn Selecting sites which can accommodate large
numben. The site selection proutss has
changed because of the need to
accommodate larger groups. In a future issue
of the p(ASIG Newsl, our resident expert.
Jean Callaghan, will desaibe the process and
how it has evolved.

rn Offering housing alternatives such as hotels
(as for me, I see an annual dorm experience
as a way to make me better appredate the
generosity of my cats, Jimmie Dale and
Twyla, who allow me to share their house).
Programming and scheduling innovations,
such as offering mom workshops. which
reduces attendance at each session.

rn Arrangements for meals and social events.
(Many of you commented on the convenience
of the box lunches offered during lunch time
at UNM.)
i do not think w can step badc in time to when
NASlG was smaller, and when you think about
how far we have come. i hope you will say that
you do notwish togo back. NASlG is known as a
progresJivcr and innovative orpantation, and
there is nowhere for a group with such a
reputation to go but fornard. More thought needs
to be given to meeting your neecls and addressing
your concern therefore, the Bosrd is planning to
add half a day to its fall meeting so that we can
discuss NASlGs growing pains.

Thanks for listening. i welcome your comments
and sugeeslions. so drop me a line. I'm in the

book.

MINUTES OF THE NASlG EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Date, lime: June 19,1998,8:15 a.m.445 p.m,
Place: Albuquerque, NM
Attending:

Gammon, President
B. Carison
B. Geer-Butler. Vice-President
E. Cook
0. Ivins, Past prssident
B. Madennan
S. Davis, Secmtary
K. McOrath
D. Tonkew. Treasurer
J. Taaler
J. Callaghan
Gussts:
IncomingBoard members: A. Ercelawn and C. Foster
1996 ConferencePlanningCommittee co-chairs: F. Wlkinson and J. GliffiU1,
CPC vicechair: M. Brown
1996 Program Planniq Committee co-chairs: K. Camille and C. Reinke
1997 Conference Planning Committee co-chain: L. Ayers and 1.Champagne,
and vicechair J. Wllheime
UKSG Chair: W. Wakefing
J.

1. INTRODUCTIONAND MINUTES

from both organizations will meet dudng
this conference to dsarss proposals.
(See Section 8)

1.1 J. Gammon welcomed all attendees and
introductionswere made.

APPROMD the dedication of the 1996
ED1 Pmconfemm to the memory of
Fritz Schwartz. but in no way
diminishing the dedication of the Snure
p r o c e m to Leigh Chatterton.

1.2 The minutes of January 18-19, 1996 were
approved.
2. SECRETARYS REPORT
2 1 S. Davis compiled the following list of
Board dedsions since the last meeting for
indusion in these minutes.

RESPONDED to the request from the
Evaluation a Assessmsnt Committee
for revisionslo the 1996 conference
evaluation form.
RECEIVEDan inventory of materials in
the NASlG Archlves from outgoing
archivist, E. Rast.
DECLINED a request for mailing labels
from HaworUl Pmss.
APPROVED the press release
announcing the birth of NASIGWeb.

0

DECLINED a request from Johns
Hopkins Unhreisity Pres!j to
demonstrate Pmied Muse at a users
group session m k e after the ~ i i n e
and which, as a marketing
demonstration, was not appropriate.
given the 'level playing field' philosophy
ofthe organization.
APPROVED eJtablIshment of a general
NASlG ccaddress (with mail forwarded
lo W Susan Davis at this time).
ADDED a member to the 1997 PPC to
represent CONSER intanwts in
anticipation of a CONSER ogerstional
meeting taking place around the 1997
conference.

REVISED commmee charges for the

Membenhlp Dimtory and NASIGWeb.
COMMUNICATED with SiSAC

regarding 8 joint memorisl for Fritz
Schwa& A small g m p of members

APPROVED the formation of a task
force to review NASIG's policy for
reimbursementof speaken and others
involved in conference or continuing
education activities (seeSection 8.4).

AGREED to recommend that the
&y.$J&c
Editor and her editorial board
consider the Newsl-s
focus in l i h t
of current and future electronic
developments. (See Section 12.8)
APPROVED 1997 conference theme
and call for papers
2.2 B. Ow-Butler distributed a draft lQW97
Board mdter for updates and cormctlons to be
given to C. Foster.
2.3 Professional liaisons will be meeting during
the wnfemnce.
2.4 S. Davis distributed copies of the new
membenhip brochure. J. Tenney sent a supply
to UNM for the information table. S. Davis has
a suppfyof200 brochures, and a batch is being
sent to C. Foster.

ACTION: RC6M to Investigatethe feasibility
and cost to incorporatethe NASlGWeb
address and general email address in future
printings (?We: another batch Is being
printed with the NASlGWeb address in
AUgW
DATE: Report at February 1997 Board meeting
2.5 S. Davis distributed a draft of a standard list
of electronic publicity channels. A number of
conadions were noted. A final vanion will be
distributed with these minutes.
2.6 A number of membership inquiries were
recehred ffwn NASiGWeb once it was publicly
announced. ECC will revise the fomrding
addto conespond with the new offloers
after the conference.
3. TREASURER'S REPORT
3.1 D. Tonkery distributed a Treasurefs report
dated June 11.1998. which showed NASlG is in
a very posiuve cash position with record l w e i
membership, conference registrations, and
slowsr than expected budget spending. NASIG
is finandally sound with a strong resew8 level
which Is two times the annual wet.
3.2 Memberships for I996 have reached 1,108,
with 170 new members. D. Tonkery reported
that the current cash balance is $298,462.40.
checking-$3,981,
savings-4246,821
and
inveStmenl-t47,660.
Most conference expenses have yet to be paid.
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3.3 According to Tonkery, NASIG is well within
the I996 wet,having spent only $16.576
out of the appmved budget of $59,240.
3.4 D. Tonkery reported that NASIG renewed
its membership with AmlS for 5300. The Board
had previousty approved an expenditure of
$200; however the increase to $300 was
unanimously supported and approved.
3.5 D. Tonkery requested a fonnal motion to
move NASlGs investments from United (in
Atlanta) to Charles Schwab (a nationwide
invedment company) with bwer fees and many
branch offices. Board approval is necessary for
the move to comply with the legal regulations
governing not-for-profit investments. It was so
moved, seconded, and approved.

DECISION: The Board approvedthe move of
investment accounts from Unitedto a no
load mutual fund(s) at Charles Schwab.
4.0 1997 CONFERENCEPLANNING
COMMllTEE REPORT

The 1997 PPC distributed a draft w
e
t totaling
5196,200. The University of Michigan does not
provide pillows with the dorm rooms, but NASlG
will be able to purchase pillows for $3.00 each.
m
e
s
t
e
d tours and activities include: Henry
Ford Museum 6 Greenfield Village. baseball
(either Detroit Tigers or minor league), and
some of the many events on campus. The full
committea will be appointed after this
conference and assignments will be made then.
5.0 STRATEGIC PLAN

5.1 J. Gammon reviewed progress on several
items in the Strategic Plan.
5.1.1 and 5.1.2 Regional Councils 6. Membership will absorb the following initiatives: to
attrad nw/more memben in Mexico and
Canada, and to utiliie artistic and marketing
talents in publicizing NASIG. B. Geer-Butler
has appointed a penon with these talents to
RC&M for IQW98 (see also section 5.2).

ACTION: Action plan from RC&M to
accomplish above objectives
DATE: odobar 1996 Board meeting
5.1.3 Due to overwhelming response. B. GeerButler was unable to appoint all those who
volunteered to committees or task forces.
Therefore, she compiled a list of those not

placed to forward to S. Davis, incoming VicePresidentlPresident-Elad, to consider for future
vacancies and as new initiatives arise during the
coming year.
5.1.4 The Board discussed the feasibility of
establishing a job placement service. There
had been such a service in NASIG's early yean,
but was discontinued because the Newsletter
was not timely enough to use for this purpo~e.
lt was suggested that NASlGWeb might be a
gocd place for listingjob openings.

DECISION: Electronic Communications
Committee will investigate the feasibility of
listing job openings (ONLY) on the Web
DATE: Report by October I998 Board mseting
5.1.5 The Board discussed strategies to attract

more memben wwde of academic libraries. J.
Tagler offered to send about 10-20 laten to try
to recruit mom publiien. He requested that he
be sent a list of current publiier memben so
he can batter tatget his efforts. S. Davis will
bring up the topic at the Professional Liaisons
meeting. Regional Councils & Membership will
be asked to develop other strategies.
ACTION: J. Taglw to send membership
m i t m e n t letters to various publiiers
DATE Late Summer/eariy Fall 1996
ACTION: Regions1Councils 6 Membershipto
develop additional strategies to recruit
members wwde of academic libraries
DATE: Repoct by October 1996 Board meeting
5.1.6

ilrstrudons for liaisons are already in

place.
5.2 Publicity

Committeesneed to consult with the publicist on
Regional Councils 6 Membership to coordinate
exiemal publicity efforts. Thii newly created
position will prepare sample press releases,
review and edit releases and announcements
prepared by other committees. and coordinate
publicity. The Board had discussed over e-mail
some standards for preparing press releases
which will be shared with committee chain.
Committees may choose to send out their own
announcements to the widest possible audience,
or just to W I G memben and ask the publicist
to handle additional venues.
Liaisons will
inform current committee chairs, and in the
future. the committee appointment letter will

indude infannation about the publicist position
within R W . S. Davis will provide RC6M with
a copy of the standard list of publicity channels.
BoonlMflmm

ACTION: Liaisons will inform current committee

chain about the publicist position and its
role and share the guidelines for preparing
press releases. Contact B. Maclennan for
a copy.
DATE: ASAP
6.0 TASK FORCE REPORTS

6.1 Site Selection I998

McGili: J. Callaghan distributed a report with
preliminary site informationfor McGill University
in Montreal. Maximum auditorium capacity is
650, appmximately 750 single morns available,
very faw doubles. Dorms are conidor style with
shared b a t h m . Many hotels are in the
vicinity of campus. Conference Office staff
seems competent and nice.
DECISION: Site visit will be made this summer
(subsequently scheduled for Aug.5)
Vanderbilt:
Based on comments from A.
Emlawn. Vanderbilt was eliminated from
consideration due to c o n m axpressed about
facilities and inadequate conference Office
staffing. The only viable auditorium on campus
would be very wqmsive; another possible
location for plenary SesJiOru would be quite
unsuitable.
Unhrersity of California, San Diego: Local
committee memben would not be available in
1998. might be possible for lggg+.
Other suggestions were Rice (Houston).
Southem Methodist University (Dallas), and
University of Colorado, Boulder.
6.2 Program Planning Manual

Carison distributed a June I996 draft. 0. lvins
and C. Hepfer have a g d to flesh out the
outline form of the manual during July and
August so the 1997 PFC could begin to use it.
B. Carlson wondered if preconference planning
should be incorporated. The Board agreed that
preconference planning is under the purview of
PPC.
DECISION: PRlconference planning will be
incorporatad into the PPC Manual since it is
under the auspices of PPC.

ACTION C. Hepfer and 0. lvins to expand
PPC manual outline
DATE: JutylAugUst 1996
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8.3 Conference Planning Manual
Davis had distributed a June I996 revised
manual to the 1997 CPC and members of the
CPC Manual editorial board (J. Callaghan, K.
W r a t h and T. Maiinowski). She noted that an
index would be helpful. M. Horn volunteered to
index both the CPC and PPC manuals. There
are still several sections which need to be
added, particularly for Canadian conference
issues and compliance with the Americans with
DisaMlies Ad.
ACTION: Section on Canadian issues to be
developed by K. McGrath and S. Davis
DATE: October I998 Board meeting

UKSG sponsors a number of continuing
education "road shows" packaged for library
schools.
These indude a packet of
documentation and are generally a halfday
long. In 1995. they sponsored 13. the most of
any year.
W. Wakeling noted that the UKSG would be
happy to facilitate visits from US. librarians, by
arranging introductions for visiting librarians in
the UK and US in an informal way. It was
suggested the NASIG Professional Liaisons
could coordinate andlor f a d l i e communication between the two groups in this
regard.

6.4 Task Force on Reimbunement

8. SlSAC PROPOSAL

B. Geer-Butler will be appointing a task force
to investigate all reimbumment Issues relating
to conference and continuing education
activities. The glwp is to have a report for
discussion at the October I996 Board meeting.
with final approval at the February 1997
meeting. (See Section 11)

J. Gammon noted that there would be a meeting
to discuss a proposalto establish a memorial for
Fritz Schwa& on Saturday morning.

DATE: Report by October 1 for disarJslon
- a t
October 1996 Board meeting
DECISION and DATE: Final approval at
Fekuary 1997 Board meeting for
Implementatlonin I!397/98

7.0. UKSG
0. lvins fell the Board would benefii from
ieamlng m m about how the United Kingdom
Serials Group operates, so she suggested J.
Gammon invite W. Wakeling. Chair, to address
the Board meeting since he was already
scheduled to attend the conferencs.

He talked about a number of changes that
UKSG is experiencing now. They have been
sponsoring many more activities of late and
decided to restructure their administration.
They have a full-time Business Manager, Jill
Tolson, and will be hiring two part-time
administrators (30 hr./week) at an additional
cost of LlO-12.OOO. Their dues are L50 per year
(appmx $79, which include a subsalption to
their journal Serials. UKSG is planning a L7-8
dues increase for 1997. They usually charge
LIES for their annual conference (approx $280).
The UKSG has 535 members, onethird of
which are corporate members.
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9. BUSINESS MEETING P R M E W

J. Gammon asked if there were any changes to
the agenda for the Business Meeting. There will
be enough chairs for the Board to sit at the dais
for the meeting.

10. I998 CONFERENCE PLANNING
COMMITTEE REPORT
F. Wilkinson reviewed the materials in the
conference notebook. She reported that the
conference is on budget. There will be a NASlG
copier available in the m@sbUon a m . NASIG
will be provkilng bottled water in Mitchell Hall,
where most of the concurrent and workJhop
sessions will be held. She showed the Board
water bottles to k provided to all registrants
and the various souvenirs which will be for sale:
t-shirts, tote bags, and chili pepper book marks.
Several ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)
issues have been addressed for the fit3 time.
Sign language interpreters will translate all
sessions where needed. The Board agreed to
keep ADA purchases for this conference In
NASIG's possesion to use at future
conferences and to add ADA compliance'to the
site seledlon criteria.
ACTION: IncorporateADA compliance Into
CPC manual and site selection forms.
DATE: ASAP

F. Wilkinson noted that the preconference
evaluation forms will be in the preconference
packets.

would like to publish. A May lQsS nrvision will
be distributed with these minutes, and Board
feedback is requested.

S. Davis requested that all updates to the CPC

ACTION: Board feedback on brochure to 8.
Madennan
DATE: September 1.1ggs

manual be sent to her.
J. G~lffithreported that all AV needs have been

met. She requested some additional volunteers
to help guard equipment that was being rented.
11. PROGRAM PLANNING COMMIllEE
REPORT

K. Carpilk and C. Reinke repotted that one
c o n c u m speaker would be unable to attend
due to illness, but her co-presenter would be
able to fill the entire session. They will
coordinate obtaining and sendlng speaker
evaluation information to the speakers with the
Evaluation & Assessment Commlttee.

To encourage speakers to submit their papers
for the
theP
editon will
inform the Tmasurer of delinquent papen so
expense reimbursement may be delayed as
well. m e Reimbursement ask FOIW will be
asked to develop a spakers contrad to
explidtly state terns for the 1997 and
subsequent conferences. (See Section 6.4)
ACTION: Reimbursement Task Force to
develop speakers contract as their fint
order of business
DATE October 1986 Board meeting for USB with
1997 conference speakers
12. COMMITTEE REPORTS
12.1 Archives
J. Tagler daributed a copy of T. Mullins repott.
She has received and is housing all the
material. She requests that anyone having
material pertaining to NASIG. Including
photographs from conferences. be sent to her at
the address in the piredow.

The co-chain will serve another term and
expect to sukni two preconference program
proposals for l W 7 on "Back to Basics" and
"Mentoring".
The committee has had a very active year,
presenting- fwr pmgrams, institutinp 8
mentoring program and developing two
publications and the Board expressed its
appreciation.
$2.4 Database& Directory

The Board congratulated the committee for
producing a very handsome f&~&&&&
pirectorywhich is 20 pagas larger than the 1995
ediion. S. Davis reported that C. Riley will be
the new chair and keeper of the database for
1BQWB7.
12.5 Eledronic Communications

6. Madennan distributed copies of the
committee's annual repoct. According to the
committee. 95% of NASIG members have 0mail access. The purge of non-renewals has
been completed.
ECC has experienced some problems with a
few amail accounts being dropped from
NASIG-L. The committee will investigate the
terms of our contract with UNC to see if we can
upgrade our laproc software, which is quite old
and may be causing some of these problems.
ECC will also be investigating mounting
additional resourc~son the Web site and the
future needs for a NASIG gopher. Additional
committee members wre added for 1-7+
to assist with these projects.

12.2 Byiaws
12.6 Evaluation &Assessment
J. Tagler reported for S. Folsom that the
proposal to amend the Bylaws to change the
status of the Past President to an officer
passed. J. Donovan will serve as chair of the
committee for lQQW7.

12.3 Continuing Education
0. lvins distributed a draft version of a serials
librarianship brochure which the committee
BomdMI&

6. MacLennan requested ciarificatron about
EAC's role in the preconference. The Board
asked EAC to process the evaluation forms for
the preconference as well as the main
conference. The committee expects to have a
brief repott of wmments and trends from a

quick review of all the evaluation forms soon
after the conferenceto assist the 1997 CPC and
PPC, whose work begins in August.
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12.7 HorizonAward

J. Callaghan reported that the 1996 award was
given to Reba Leiding (Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute).
The Board had
approved one award for 1996.
12.10

pJewslW

M. Hom noted that 1995/96 was an eventful
year for the
Editorial Board, with job
changes for all four editors and institutional
changes for three. The Distribution Editor, V.
Medaglia. moved to another state, but was able
to have the printer handle mailing of the April
issue. The Board discussed continuing this
prpdice and agreed that the printer In Maine
could print and mail the Newsletter for an
additional coat.
Due to the advent of the NASIG Web site and
gopher, the Board requested that M. Horn and
the
Editorial Board examine the
focus ofthe print
and see If there are
items more appmpriate for eleclronimly
publicatlon.
12.9 Nominations & Elections

The Board egreed that the Nominations 6
Eledions Committee could send and accep
nomination protile forms electronically from
potential candidates.
0. lvins mported that only nine memben
submitted nomk\ation form last year. The
Board will encourage more members to send in
nominations.
0. lvins presented a repo~Ifrom S. Murden
outlining difficulties obtaining the sacutity paper
requlred for the ballots. The Board agtwd that
so long as security was maintained, the
committee could consider alternative methods
(colored paper, numbered ballots. signaturn.
atc.). In the meantime. ordering the SBCwity
paper earlier will be added to the NASIG
Calendar.
The Board also d
i its
continuing concerns about having Board
representationfrom the commercial section.

and as a hard bound monograph, and have
been mounted on the NASIG gopher. Copies of
the hard bound ,-P
which were
dedicated to the memory of Fritr Schwartz.
have been forwarded to his parents.
12.10.2 One of the I996 editon, C. Leathem
(University of Miami), visited Haworth Press in
May. The editors selected L F. Williams
(University of Arizona Health Sciences Center)
to be the Indexer of the I996 proceedina.
12.10.3 B. Gear-Butler reported that NASlG had
been contacted by several firms regarding
conference proceedim puwication and
conference message board system. She will
add the two publishing firms to the list for RFPs
when the next bid for a proceedinns publisher is
sent out. CPC will be asked to investigate the
firm with the message board system.

ACTION: Add Greyden Press and Optical
Amhives to list of potential respondentsto
ppublishing RFP. B. GeerButler win forward pertinent materialsto C.
Diedrichs QIaiin).
ACTION: CPC to investigate the services
offered by Rempe Services
DATE: Report at October 1998 Board meetiw
12.11 Regional Councils 6 Membership

K. Mffirath reported that the committee's
membership had been expanded to indude a
European
representative
(J.
Griffith,
Harrassowitz) and a represantative for Quebec
(L. Murphy, McGIII). The Board asked the
committee to have the roster of state and
provincial representatives mounted on
NASIGWeb.

The committee is working on a manual and
submitted a draft to the Board requesting
feedback
ACTION: Feedback on RC6M manual to B.
MacLennan
DATE: Sepember 15, 1996

12.10 Proceedinas

12.12 Student Grant

12.10.1 B. Gem-Butler reported that the
Proceedim Editors' Manual has been updated.
The 1995
were published in April
1996 as ariais Ltbrana, v.28 no.l/2 and 3 4

Sixty-two applications were received this year,

. .
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eight grants were awarded. Five of the eight
redpiants attend library schools not previously
represented in the student grant winner pool.

K. Kirkland @ePaul) prepared written travel
guidelines to assist the committee.

16. 19W97 LIAISON/COMMITTEE
APPOINTMENTS

13.0 USERS GROUPS

B. Geer-Butler distributed a roder of 19QWQ7
committee and liaison assignments. She was
able to place 31 of 51 volunteen.

The Board agreed to maintain the current
model, with user ~roupmeetings outside the
conference proper.
14.0 NASIG CALENDAR
0. lvins will revise the current calendar thls
summer and pass on to B. Oeer-Butler. The
Board will ask ECC to consider the feasibility of
mountingthe calendar on the web.

DATE: Revise calendar by end of summer 1996

17. OTHER
B. Gear-Butler reported that M. Geller dd
review the artide for the
on
how serialists use elactronic lists. as noted in
the Jan.1819, 1996 minutes, section 2.2.
J. Gammon thanked the outgoing Board
members. B. Cadson. 0. lvins and J. Tagler
and acknowledged the support and cooperation
of the entire Board during her presidentialyear.

15. SITE SELECTION2000
0. lvins suggestedthe Board begin considering
sites for the 2000 conference soon, since many
~roupsincluding those which meet irmgularly
am planning spedal activities. 2OOO would
mark NASlG's 15th anniversary.

ACTION J. Gammon, 0. lvins and J. Callaghan
will identify possible sites for the 2OOO
conference.
DATE: ust at October 1996 Board meeting

1%.NUCTMEETING
The next meeting will be held Friday-Saturday,
Odober 4-5.1996 frwn 8:30-a.m.S p.m. at the
University of Michigan. L Ayers will make
appropriate arrangements for accommodations
and meeting room. Board members should plan
to arrive the evening of October 3. PPC cachairs will arrive on October 4.
The meeting was adjourned at 445 p.m.

NASIG llm
ANNUAL CONFERENCE (1996): REPORTS
OPENINGSESSION
Reported by JosephineAnemaet
Marilyn Fletcher, Newspaper Project Cowdinatw, Unhretsky of New Mexico, opened the
11th Annual NASlG Conference with a s l i e
presentation of the many different dghts of New
Medco,the Land of Enchantment. On two large
suwns, images from hah desert to ponderosa
pin8 forssts to river ratting to snow covered
slopes were liberally intenpened with shots of
the colorful balloons that fill the Albuquerque
sky each October.
Julia Gammon. NASIG President, then
welcomed us in Englii, Spankh, and Navajo.
Thii was the largest NASIG conference yet, with
200 flrst-timen among the 660 people from as
far away as the United Kingdom and Australia
who were registered for this conference. They
brought an additional 40 guests to enjoy all that
New Mexico had to offer.
We were entertained next with an additional
slide show and lecture by Jan Barnhart, UNM

Library, on the architecture of the campus of the
University of New Mexico. built in the Pueblo
style. Zimmeman Library is a particularly fine
example of
architect John Gaw Meem's
designs. Former UNM President James
Zimmeman mandated the Spanish Revival
Pueblo style as the offidal style for the campus
in the 1930s and hired Meem, who for the next
quarter century designed many of UNM's
wonderful buildings. Bamhart was jusUfiaMy
proud of their gorgeous library with the large
murals by KennethAdams and the restorationof
study hall, its furniture. and chandeliers.

Fran Wilkinson, Conference Planning Co-Chair,
wrapped up the session with a few brief
announcements about the fun rulllroller blade
event on Saturday and assured us that
breakfast would be served at 630 AM. Thus
began another successful NASIG Conference.
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NASIG llm
ANNUAL CONFERENCE (1996): REPORTS
PLENARY SESSIONS

PLFNARY I
FROM PETROGLYPHSTO CYBERSERIALS
"Reinvontlng Journals: Reinventing
K n w e a
John M. Uenhard. Professor of Mechanical
Engineering and History. University of Houston
Reported by Cheryl Riley
John Lienhard began the plenary sessions at
NASlG's 11th Annual Conference with a
thought-provoking exploration of the Mure of
serial literature. Author of the National Public
Radio program "Engines of Our Ingenuity.'
Uenhard began by answering the question.
What is periodical literature?

For Uenhard, periodical literature is the early
femntation process; the place where ideas
evolve, unfold. and are wotked out. For an item
to survive it must become a part of our
metaphorical subscript. Those items that are
merely functional do not survive. Uenhard used
docks to illustrate the difference betwean
functional and metaphorical. Ciocks have bells.
gears, and an appearance that remains fairly
static although technology has improved the
accuracy of the dock Digital clocks did not
survive because the circular dial has become an
analog of reality in our metaphorhi subscript.
The printed book has become a metaphor unto
itself. It is a metaphysical mentor. The book

provides the opportunity to put aside contrd and
give ourselves to the storyteller. Lienhard
maintains we will not use electronic books as
mentors, but as servants.
The computer may be attacking our metaphors.
The coriputer has helped remove kno&dge
from the realm of mystery. This movement has
lost the three domains of mystery: pointillism.
memory. and spatial visualization.
The
computer can allow contaxt to become
avoidable; the computer remembers; the
computer shows things we once did In our
'minds eye'.
m e serial is only 265 years old. It is not an item
you sit by the fireplace with it is a servant a
mere storehouse of knowledge somewhere we
go to find a piece of information. If the serials'
place in our culture is to function as a mentor, it
will survive. If it is merely a storehouse for
knowledge, it will go into electronicformat.

-

-

-

In condusion. Lienhard noted the management
of information uses complex technology.
Because of our innate desire to be mentorsd,
we must undentand the metaphorical place of
technology. If electronic media shapes the way
we think and is the nexus of the information
revolution, then the fauit line is the &is
literature.

.eEwmH

PUBLISHING IN THE CYBER AGE
Part 1: "7710 Role ofilre Paper-based
Journal in an Em of EIscdrpnc Intbmthnn
John Cox, Managing Director, Catfax Publishing
Company
Reported by Gale Teaster
Quality, good presentation, order, and copyright
protection are some of the elements of
publishing provided by the publisher. These
ingredients combined with others offer
consistency of product in paper-based journals.
which is currently lacking in much of today's
electronic publishing. Ready access to the
Internet has contributed to a self-publishing
explosion. Information can easily be exchanged
without the need of Intermediaries, such as,
10

publishers and libraries. The internet. while
offering accBss to numerous eledronic journals,
creates information overload and heightens
concerns related to everything from qualii to
copyright. John Cox presented these views,
and othen, as part of a publishah perspective
on the current state of electronic publishing.
Electronic publishing, in general, offen
numerous advantages. Integrated text with
video footage allows 3-D graphics. movement,
and sound. This ability comblned with the
interactive capablliies of computer tachnology
create a dimate for information which is more
inclusive and entertaining than its paper-based
counterpart. Manipulation of complex data
husrr;IlrhC&mnuR.ponc

Phariu

tables is also possible. Binding, storage, and
some produdkn and d*tribution coats of paperhosed fnatedal am eliminated. Searching
capoblHtks am greatly enhanced with electronk
informrtion.
As with most technology. there are also
dlrcrdv.n(rges to electronic publishing and
peeepUons with which one must deal. For
example. farmlly are still extremely rsluctant to
abmdorl paper-based Mulws O f information
b paper-based journals as the main
and t
Whority for publioation. Cox noted that In most
cases, scholrnr consider electmnic publishiq to
devalue a work.

.

F%per-txisedpublishing has its o m &antPges.
Paper is stll the best medium for n a m e text.
Text on the sawn is diffwit to assimliate.
Curmnt computer graphics technology still can
not match the quality of color mpmdudions in
paper, nor can it awmmodste rnathematkai
and diPaitiui symbols. Equipment is not
nBqlhd for paper-based infomution and this
mduces access costs and eno#es portabliity.
h m d i n g to Cox. the paper-based information
sovca is an hfranchiring technology for
.MlyonewhOCanrsed.'

Other issues to corder in compari~pperh a a n d ekdmnicpublishingc o r n support
coab and licandng agmements. Tschnokgy is
inlrbsk to eleumnic publishm and this
mqulfes support costs. Petrons am still hesitant
and confused when dealing with licensing
qmments. PIocsdurw and rsstrictions vary
belween producar/suppliers creating a myriad
of t.dwvlcplilies for users, both individuals and
libmles.

In cons#the rols of both papepbased and
.lectmnic i n f d o n sources, Cox considered
the role of librsries to be very important. The
dntbmhii belween the publisher and the
ukuy is a dqmndent one. Utaaries am "the
aslcdhm of
the inteHadual propew
pmduced md distributed by publishers and as
such are -paltlws of publkhers ill delivering
pubkhad material to customers" whether paperbased or electronic. In its current state, Cox
does not considar the Web a "proper publishing
environment."
As their part of this dependent relationship with
libmiles. pub#shen contribute organkation,
layout, and reedability to the meterlai. as well as
0rg.nlZed distribution and continuity of the
product. This continuity k achieved with a

clearly defined editorial scope and content
through an editor and editorial board. The
publisher supplies the basis of the peer miew
process from submission of the paper to peer
review and revision. In addition, publishen
supply the editorial preparetion. copy editing.
proof
recldina.
publishing,
marketfng.
distribution. archMng. and indexing of me
information. Tha quality of the information is
assured since the information is not distributed
before it is officiaity published. auality and
continuity are important aspects of journal
publication since faculty aspire to be published
in the raspedsd and premier journals in their
fields.
The impoctance of techmbgy to the printed
soume can not be overtooked. Whlle the paperbased journal antinues to look basically the
same, the produdion and distribution of the
jownal has been enhanced and made more
efficient thmugh technology.

The paper journal wiii survive. Paper-bsssd
soulws have been 'astonishingly resilient.' For
the publisher, the process of produdlon and
distribution will become more complicated.
however, involving incorporation of document
delivecy. full text documents, and d i n e
informstion vendors. Publishers will become
the %ustodlans of intellectual pqh?des." New
prblishing models will be used, for example
using protiles to code,selsct. and send spedfic
items mquimd by an individual or Htaary.

One change which should not take place as a
result of electmnic publishing and the inasasing
use of technology to access Information is the
abandonment of copyright.
History
demonstrated this fad during the French
Revolution which supported the Mea of free
information as an absolute right of man. The
resuit was the disappearance of quality
literatum. A comparable situption cummtly
exlsts with Internet. whkh contains so much
'garb@ that it is difficult to find ~e valuable
information.
The publishing process is still needed to
regulate the quality of the infwmaion.
C
o
m
h
t rsslridlons and obligations must still
be regulated. CMlbadS and licensing agtwments am needed to assure that insUtutlons can
use the information at a reasonable price. In
addition to the contribvtknr previously
mentioned. publkhen are in a good poJiUon to
supply these regulatory fundiw.
11

WMIe publishers must review their methodology
In liQht of electronic publishing and its
mlatiarshi to pnper-based publishing, quaiily,
good plssentstlon, order. and the other factors
mfmtlonad pmviousiy am, and can continue to
be, supplied by the publisher. Without these
organizationrl fadom. qust noise" exists.

Put 1: uFromPublkhin~Contbwum to
IliremdwTh.Evolutionofih.
tkhobly--Richard Kaser, Exscuthre Dimtor, National
Fademtion of A b c h d q and Infomation

ssrvices
Reportsd by Bob Perdng

K8sor began by asking a series of
compkmmtary qwstlorw:
Have serial
publishem confused the imperative of making
moneywiththeirrsison dbbs? Havelibrariaru
almhrly confusrrd saving money with their
purpose for being? Ukmuisa authors their need
to be published. or abstrading services their
need to covwthe ILtentum? Or am we all really
aboutsomth~ebe?

Kaser sees tha most d&wssed topics in
scholarly
publlshing
today
(electronic
publlcltlons, wpyrQht qudons, etc.) as not
causes of change, but symptoms of the
dunoing psradlgms of scholady publishing. A
wiew of scholsrty publishing's UmHne shorn a
system thal h a Wed with continuous
fundamental change. At fir&. the initial need to
communicste evolved into the early scholarly
publication system. ULtle money was involved.
ud the uniwsity- and datesupported system
walked WH
until the need to 'publish OT
perish" dewlopod. C o m m a 1 publishers then
mvmtd the system to a wxesful page
chafgUsub6aiption system,b a s ~on
I a Valueadded=model.

-

nationat tevel. The Communicatlons Decency
Ad's passage by Congress Illustrates how much
our traditionai notions of information am now
being questioned. Likewise, then, is no
guaranteethal Yair use. as a concept will follow
us into the eledronic environment.
Meanwhile, universiUes are d h r e ~more
funding into other amas (administration,
technology gmwth) and away from buying print
materiais for libraries.
In m
n
t years.
embPtllad likrrlaw have foughl Mlliantly
against thew changes but to little avail. The
exlstlng schdrrty publishing system can survive
only 50 long as its members desire to continue
it. The syJtem still is driven on the production
sldo by the need to publish but is now being
driven by =demand' Q.s., use 6 citation) on the
p
r
c
lh
m.Me. The academy as a whob is
nowsaying=Eve~hastobepublhihedbut we only have to kry badcthe good stuff.'
So publication continuesto grow whik unhrersity
and govmmental suppoct for purchasing drops.
How long can this go on? How long can this
system be sustained?

-

Kaser sees new media as gMng scholars some
altematives. The Invisible colkg# of informal
scholarfy communications is another very old
paradbm.
actually
predauno
Warty
publishing. The Internet has gmatly enthis method. as we4 as gMng scholars more
options. A varkty of media and mathods can
now be used togethw to enhance one another.
Just having the technology does not guarantee
immediate use of its full potential; paradigms
must still be developed.
Kaser forscesls several factors which will drive
paradiim dein the next few years:
library wnsoftia (to concentme economic
dwt). glawing pnrtnenhlps betwean primary
and secondary publishers (to give users one
stop access to complete infonnatlon), Improved
sc~xrrityand document integrity (the idea of the
locked clowmW). and viable subsaiption
models for online data provision.

This valuwWed scholerly publishing model.
whlch became Mly-devsloped In the 19os,
bPlMC0d the prknorv PIIbWlerS, the S8COfKhry
publlSh.nr (.bstrcldsn and indexers), and the
This process was never
drhren by supply and demand krt was Instead
pmppad up by the ideais of, and subsidized
through the psymc#lts of, libraries and
researchers. The advent of the lntemet is now
causing fundamental change again, making us
QueSNon if older instnutions like primary
pubUshers have outlived their usefulness.

Meanwhile, even newer f o r m of electronic
communication will continue to develop. Once
initial fears am overcome. some publishers will
begin to innovate in information delivery f m .
are
New Web modcis like interactive Mlla~es~
prime amas for pfimary/secondary publisher
cooperation.

Some of these pincipks 'propping up- this
system PTO also now being questioned al a

government bodies, nor the publishing

.-
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Neither the
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munity will adapt to changed paradigms
ovemight. Nor should WI) prematurely abandon
any model that still sewes us well. Despite all

the problems. Kaser expects a vibrant future for
scholarly communication but advises us all to
"keep our eyes and ears open."

-

PIONEERING NEW SERIALS FRONTIERS
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Stevan Hamad, Pmfessot,
Southampton. UK
Reported by Shlriey Graves

*

University of

Stovan Hamad su~~ested
major roles for
govmment to play in reference to the Internet:
to ensure the Nal is kept free for research, to
subskike global electronic preprlnt archives In
dl lamed disciplines. to extend all research
grant wppoft to mandate and cover the page
costs of the publrclltion of research flndlngs in
rafemed eiectronic journals. and to support
eiecbmlc mfereed publkations which pursue
the Inclusion of research.
In his prpuments supporting the roles for
govemment. Hamad advisad that distinction
needs to be drawn between trade and non-trade
publkatkm. If an author writes with the Intent
of r#lling the end product and if a potential
market exists to buy the publiattion, the trade
categofy Is Implied. By contrast. If the a W f s
pwpose is sokly to disseminate information, the
In the
non-trsde duslflcatlon ls .a
~ e r n, is not unusual for the writer to cover
pemnally the cosls of repmduction and
dWbuUon. In the non-trade category, Hampd
saw the govemment In a unique pooiUon to kad
and accelerate the process of dlssemlnation,
especWy in the amas of research monographs
and confemnce pfuceedings.
H ~ Jfufther
discerned individual artides as complete units,
not parts of a a
l mwhole.

The goal of the scientist and scholar is
puMlcluon; this objecthre has been HI sewed in
the past by the paper medium because of the
a& and the slow. Inefficient diswmination
pwrrss. Elsdronlc publication provides an
aitemative, but n is not without reservations:
that the complimentary status of the Net will
eventually be subjected to a pricing system, that
pre-publicstion will influence the acceptance of
the artide by a r e f e d journal. that the author
will not receive due credit, that the opportunity
for plagiarism will be heightened, that an

elsctmnic format is less fmtigiow than paper.
N A s R i l I l h ~ R . p m r Pkner6n
.

For each Issue, Hamad offered a remedy. in
addition. he advised that an author can archive
the pprint version on the Net and then rep4ace
it with the published version alter mfereelng and
acceptance by a print publisher.
Hamad concluded that, If govemment does not
support electronic publishing, n will happen
anyway; it Is only a matter of time with the lapse
determined by human nature.

Part 1, paper 2 *Wnnws and Losers Indhe
QWResearchWh#~"
Paul Glnsparg. Physics Research Staff, Los
Alamos National Laboratoty
Reportedby !Atginla A. Rumph
Olnrparg began by taking issue with a pr8viow
plenary speaker who maintained that the fuhrre
of schoiariy pu~wlingwin greauy m m # e the
present, with the c u m publishing structure
being perpetuated In the future. The malily
could ba vary dflerent. To date, there has not
eIn the
been much input fmm authon or r
discussion of how scholarly prMishlng should
evolve. Typically the researcher participate8 In
all stages of the scholarly process. and knows
them all very wall. How long do researchers
have to wait for publishersto catch up, Glnspp~g
asks?
lie is frustrated that academic
administrators have not supported authon'
endeavors In electronic publishing but have
been distracted by other concerns.

Glnsparg dated a bftef history of academic
computer use baginning with the enthwisstic
adoption of amall to ellaw dmosl Instantaneous
communication In the early/mid 1980's. The
switch from paper to the standdrdized word
procaJsor all&
research to be transmitted
back and forth electronically a great boon.
The physics community started the pleavsor of
the World Wde Web. using it freely and widely.

-

Ginsparg next outlined what the researcher
wants but cannot get in the pfint realm. Start
with a hot topic; do a keyword search In context;
get an overview of the subjed from a literature
search with the valueadded feature of a ranking

of the most impoftant papers and why. including
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retroactlw context (this led to this, etc.); and a
discussion thrssdlcommentary. Also, since
research is becoming very compartmentalized.
a quallty analysk of related fields is newssary.
too. This added value cannot be automete,
neither can peer review.
Currently, the publisher provides the stamp of
qualltyhspediiblllty to msearch. However, the
publisher does not create this quality, but merely
organizes lt fmm material pmvided by the
msearch community.

Ginspalg then showed an Icrrp server usage
chmt plotting a subsa of total a c t i i on the
World Wlde Web from one machine at Los
Alamos for January 1994 to May 1990 usage
b going up very fast. me Automated PhyJiCs
E-PWnt ArchiW ~ J h l S n l . o o v l )was
s t a w In summer 1991 for msearchsn in a
small subsub field of physics (100 members) to
eledmnically mail sukniorions after It was
deckled that paper preprlnts wem not timely
enough to reach all members of the gmup,
espedly the fomlgn researchem. me economics of elecbonk preprsnts are compelling as
costs continue going down rapidly. Also. since
everyone is equal on the Web, younger and
third WWM researchers are mated faMy. Them
were 13.000 submkslons In 1995, with 2O.OOO
projecIed for lW6. Ginsparg showed another
chad which was a snapshot of mqw& for
papers during one week in May 1990. Since
only 26% of the mqwds were for older papers,
the demand obviously rmbts for archbed
nuterki as well as for Gunant m8earch.

-

Conventional schokrly puMishers haw e stake
in claiming dectmnic publishing is difficult,
expensive, and a bad Idea. Gowmment
funding. thmwh Paying ppoe Chsrpa. would
keep these puMWlers honest. According to
Ginspalg, the actual emounl of published
material per msearcher has gone dorm slightly
in the past 20 years. The axploahre growth
comes from incmssed funding, the general
population incmase, and the increase in the
number of mearchers. The resun is too much
researchfor anyone to mad.
For Ginsparg the real issues in scholarly
publkhing start with 8 peer twview procc#s thal
is not 8 stringent e w h filter.
When
everything is available in preprlnt, peer rwiew
could be mom selective. msulting in a higher
quality final product. The advent of large scale
commerdal involvement has cmated the shottterm prablem of cmwding research out of the
tnnsmisslon dpellne.
If a distributed Sa of
..
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mirrored nodes am created as local distribution
points the transmission problem should be
overcome.
A collaboration of scientists,
researchers, and librarians is necessary to
Improve the current distribution process. Longterm archival stabllity is also a real issue. We
don't know yet who will play the role of
translating data from dying formats to new
formats. but this is an obvious arana for
librarians. Finding information is also the
purview of archivii and librarians. Cumntfy,
we
must rely on honible robotic
searcheRlindexers that actually damage the
servers. Future librarians need to concentrate
on creating workable finding and Indexing aids.
Ginspalg ended by calling on us to disentangle
disMkrtlon issues frwn content issues through a
collaboration between researchers and the
librarianswho have supported their research.

Paft 2: 'fh.S&

R.volutlon: A Call Ibr
Msion, In-n
and Tmdlthm"
James Neal, Sheridan Director. Milton
Eisenhower Library, Johns Hopkins Unbenity
Reported by Ladd Brown
'Are we seeing a change in the weather or a
change in the climater asked James Neal in
the capstone presentation. Using rapid and
broad strokes, much like the late Bob Ross on
PBS' .Joy of Painting,' Neal painted an
overarching pidure of what serialists may see In
the not-so-distant future.

Neal began by pointing out a dozen of what he
called soclstol developments and tmnds which
affect scJ&riy information. Among these -1-8
the personal computer revolutlon. the Internet
revolution, the values revolution. and the
knowledge worker revolution. His mention of
the "MTV revolution" made reference to the
populatity of graphics and interactlvity In
electronic environments.
An interesting c o ~ o r u n tcombination cam
about when Neal WBS talking about the virtual
library. He added the terms virtuoso library
expeltise
and resources
am
(where
emphasized) and v i r i w library (when tenns
such as commitment and partnership figure into
the mix).

Next, Neal talked about technology, naturally
centering on network gmwth and development.
He expounded on automation's affect on all
aspects of scholarly activity, including the
lifestyles of those involved in its produdion or

procass may go through ten or more complete
leamlng cycles within their lifetimes. Neal used
the term 'luwwledge naviQation' to dasaibe
what new skills will be required for serials
innovators.

the chain wore: creators (authon), sellers
(publishers), intermsdlaries, buyers (libraries),
and users (readers). Neal then elaborated on
cooperative modeis involving publishers,
academics. and consortiums.

The information value chain was Nears next
topic and he explained the functions of the 50called chain. His description of the "actmgin

Neal concluded his talk with a description of
PmjeU Muse, a pro$d of Johns Hopkins
University.

NASIG llm
ANNUAL CONFERENCE (1996): REPORTS
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

ixxuBmu

ELECTRONIC SERIALS CATALOGING: NOW THAT WE'RE HERE,WHAT Do WE DO?
Reported by Pat Frade

Many aspects of electmnk serials cataloging
haw not yet developed standard pmcUces, or

sun in tnr*lltlon. mis panel d
w
inchrded Bill Andofson (CONSER Specialist,
Library of congms3), Lerli. O'Brirn (Head of
Technkal Services, Virginia Tech), Stwen
B h d k (Serials Catnloger. Unlwrsity of
Washington), and Thamu Chunpagrw W a l
uedronic Resou~wsLitnnrian. Univenity of
M~GWII). BTIIAIKWWI first presented CUM
COlrlSER pollq on each topic and then the
other panelists presentedspedfic examples.
arr,

The first toplc of discussion was the accBJs and
loatknlnfomurbon
. (538/856fielQ). The856
field has (1) qmatabllity for standard mods of
access, (2) mmpkteness, (3) level of access,
and (4) form (wbfisld u). The 538 Reld starts
with the mode of access, which can indude an
e-mall address and subscription infomatton.
This fkld atso recorcb general Infonnatlon.
At the Uniiefsity of Washington, which has 25
dalabaws, a catalqer catalogs a recotd in the
MARC format. then transfers the m r d to a
BRS system. Netscape environment. The 538
doesn't dlspley on the brkf screen, so the
infomulion is put in another note field. If the
stw)el m r s to have complete holdings, the
note Is added, but holdings are not malntalned.
A call number with the cutter clntema* is
added for a subject browse search. Washington
is also doing a pikt test to determine the rate of
Utie changes. holdings changes, etc.

Vkpinia Tech m a n cataloging eledronic
resources In 1981. The first tltles cataloged
were those that had a subsaiption fee. Holdings

wem downloaded to the mainfreme for archival
purposes (this pocedure of archiving ls no
lonrpr done). Virginia Tech is a V n S site:
there is no hypertea link. They do not note all
mode of access Snes. They also do not use a
system reguirement note (538 field) because the
title is on the Internet.
The University of Michigan (a NOTIS user) has
150 Wes since 19SO. These records am
i n d e m of their seriats records. They
provide information on 8 c c ~ s o only
no
holdinp w o n . Michigan verifies site
informrtion on a weekly bask both manually
and electmnlcatfy. They have cfeated a web
documnt h w e the cataloging staff can click
on each site; there they find 2 to 5 changes per
week. Afterdlscussing the archival issue versus
the technical sewices
issue, they decided
not to archive holdings.

-

-

m e second topic of dkcusslon was on file
formats, digital conversions of print, and
multiple versions. CONSER policy is a single
has different file
fonnats. The Library of Congress also has OM)
record to repment aU formats. A 516 note field
is used foradiffmnt venion note, and 530 and
776 note fields indicate other physical fonnats.
record for a serial which

The dlsurssion next foarsed on computer file
charadsristics information which is found in the
Wed field elements of serial 006 fleld and the
computer file 007 and 008 fields. A 516 note
can include file characteristics. format, genre.
etc. CONSER recommends not using a 258
field even though it is supported by USMARC
bibliographic. ISBD revision is under review.
15
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ORDER OUT OF CHAOS: COLLECTIONDEMLOPMENTAND MANAGEMENT
OF INTERNET RESOURCES
Part 1: yHuntlngand osahwing in
Cyhmpue FIndhg and S.hcling Web
~~ibrthOUbmy%vimnl
COllUhl"

Margaret Rloux, Information Systems Librarian,
MBUWHOl Ubrary
R e w e d by Beth Holley

Mupmt A. Rloux addmssed how to Identify
information resources for selecting and
colbctin~victual resources. The development
and IMmQemOnt of an Intemethsd collsdion
is a chaib@ngnew frontier for sefiallsts. Rioux
dadbed the Internet as chaos and quoted
Michael Gorman as wying that The Net is like
a hwp vandaltzed library

.:

L i M are quickly beaming more than just
warehocrsbs of the phled word and must

change to ulilho the lata fwms of information
technology. Rloux emphasized that the bask
principles of collection development will work
when applied to lntemet resources and that
colledon dwedopmcmt polkiss should indude
the lntmei and other edrwric resources.
Traditional fsdors that still need to be
cwidersdrvhan S O l a d l n g ~ C r e s o u r c e s
include quality and content, relevancy. ease of
use. ndbbllity, coat. and copyright Medium
spedfic criterla for Weetion, such as
hwOwsndsoltwsre
r e q u w ,
fonnat.
(Lndiwlity. archiws, and mahod Of acass
will also need to be considered. Other important
issues indude relative a& and delivery
mechanh, longevity of the resoume, end
ofbin and integrity of the soume.
RiMa then identifled ways of locating online
resourc85. Elsdronic directories (0.9. Yahoo),
search services (eg. Aha vlsta) and mailing

listr (e.9. NewJour) dl serve as reference tools
similar to m i r r P r j a t. Also, reviews of
eloctnmk resourc(# are beginning to appear in
journals such as w
n Ubraritq and UB?U
&m& and are available online through such
psieds as Infofilter.
Rioux's final advice was to build and maintain
an electronic collection by applying tradiiionai
principles and the unique alteria assodated with
dedmnk media along with common sense and

I6

professional Judgment. Hunting and gathering
in cyberspace is a new and challenging
adventure that will assist likaries in prwiding
patrons with the best information available,
regardless of format.
Part 2 "Keeping fhe N b N a i k d to the
Wall: MalnWning and Managing me Wtttial
Cdlecu~"
Betty
Landesman,
Systems
Planning
Coordinator, Geoige Washington University
Repocted by Marcella Lesher
Betty Landesman intmduced the nexl logical
step to the hunting and gathering skills
discussed by R i m She sqgested that once
electrunic resources have been gathered they
need to be cataloged. Through careful seledion
and catalog in^ of these nrroumes, librarians can
add elements of quality such as wntrolled
vocabulary search terms as prwided in the
Landesman
cataloging of print resources.
discussed the bsues sunounding whether a
catalog should only consist of items physically
present in the Ubrpry. She sugge&ed that the
catam is more than jusl a CompilaUon of llbrary
"own& titles. As a finding aid, the library
catalog should be used to point users to the
wide varie-ty of items that litnary selectors think
their p a t m win want to see. Web sites and 8
Journals can be evaluated and selected in much
the same way that print media is evaluated and
sekrded and then krcorporatsd Into the JihWs

catalog.

Landasman diswssed some of the practicalities
of lncorpwsting electiwk resources Into the
catalog. citing the CIC Eledronk Journals
Collection (httpJ/ejoumals.cic.ne.t/) end OCLC's
InterCat pmjed ( h t t p ~ ~ . ~ . ~ : 6 9 0as0 / )
two examples Of proieds undertaking the
cataloging of eledmnk journals and other
TBsOurcB8. Cataloging guides are also avaiC
able. Fonnat integration and the use of the 858
field, which can be used to note method of
access to eledmnic resources. ere two specific
areas which can assist catalogem In record
creation. Noting differences in how libraries
may wish to detail thbir holdings, she provided
several examples of cataboing mcofds with
holdings statements from different library
settings.

Landman concluded by talking about some of
the iswes and problems that will be faced as
iitnaries urtdmtake the cataloging of electronic
resources such as staffing, claiming, link

maintenance, hardware needs, and time and
space Issues surrounding the archMng of

-

eledronic material.

ELECTRONIC PHYSlCS LITERATUREAT THE FOREFRONTOF CHANGE
.
Reported by VMan Bemsteln
Tha sdentk community is a logical hotbed for
the applicetlon of new technokgiss designed to
effidently
diswmlnate
information
to
rwaamhers and precuuOners wwldwide. In this
session, rqmsaWves from both the lnstltute
of Physics (UK) and the Amfkan Physical
sodety dlscwssd their slrategies and
experiences moving into the new ektmnic
emrkonmant. Both speakers emphasized the
mandate to provide access into the world of
physics, and to pmvide some additional value In
thoir elethnic pmduct
that
e n h a m existing @nt and Wadltionai fmmats.

Alan Singloton. Director, Institute of Physics
PublisMng, comes fmm a broad backgmund of
Indusbial physics, librarianship and publwling.
In his pfesentalon, 7ha EleQonlc Journal
Pmgrom of the Institute of Physics.'
he

--

dusaibdthe proosss begun in 1994 whereby
IOP pioneered one of the ant Ml-texl on-line

Fw=

m. A i i 3 p l p f f o m u ~introduced
simultaneously: listssnr. gopher, and the Web.
Within 86veml months. the Web dominated In
popularity and remains the ptinclpal platform for
new IOP products and services. In lW5,
was lxougm on-line
with much success. Today all IOP journals am
avauablo In eiedluIllc format.

In early lOQ6,wcMsive surveys, focus omups
and -inQ
cwndb wem usad to capture user
prsferences and mctions to new formats. Data
Indicated that the featurn most critical to the
user are: searchability of abstredo. ability to
print locally, t.0.c bmuning. and full p e r revkw. Video. color, simulations. and multimedia
am far less critical at this time.
Today the e n m m e n t s continue. The Web
site is being daslgned to be easiar and
deaner, and to include more features:
p,-i
white
pages,
conferences.
continuing education.
Home paoes am
available for each journal and hdude t.0.c. and
a "featursd papof. Soon the user will be able to
conher awn main menu and pm-seld
~

l

l

l

h

carnvrom
~

~

:

specifk journals, set bookmarks. and keep
personalnotes. A journal alerting service is due
to launch t
his summer. Two or three journals
are being considsred for a multimedia
component. and there is Interest in i n c r e w 1
publishing of infrequentjournals. Peii~apsmoat
intensting is the d e v m e n t of dtation
capabiltties: self-cites (other IOP joumais); lnterdtes(nowl0P journals); and futum-cltes (link
back to text In more recent papers). Tha most
pressing issues for the litnary audience were
those sumundlng passwords and site licenses
many questions afler the pasentation rsfiacted
this concern.

-

const~dlnga segue for the scad speaker,
Singleton m u d at the nature of the sdentnic
journal. Commmlaily, the entity WnW is an
end-product, with emphasis on the matton of
theprodud. W l t h i n t h e B d e n t i k ~

one hopes to .see the process of sdence
reconW.'
The journal (and wpPoNn0
database) is manyfaceted and capable of
fraOmenting and rsaeating itself. It is an
expussion of the community WMb both
differentiating and linking it to other
communities.
The second speaker was Rokrt Kolly,
Director, Jwmel Information System.
American Physical Sodeiy. His p m m t a l h
was entltled "Digital ArchMng in the Physics
Literature.' Kelly presented a modd wMch reengineen the atha process of journal
publishing from author to reader to amhive.
One of his key points is that we must not neglsct
the archival inteOmy of the literatwe as we
e
m in sdentif[c journal publishing. He
proposcuthat we expand ow focus from simply
printing articles to the larger v i m of archiving
and distributing physics information.
He
believes that we can fadlitate the author to
reader process via cost redudions and
improved cycle time. Further, produdion
practices should be redesigned in antidpation of
new technologies. Reengineering should
indude pre-printldevelopment, editorisVpeer
review, and adud publishinatarchiving.
17

Much of the proposed innovations am Web
.based. Editorial functions and peer review can
be managed .ledmnically. accepted altidss
should be converted to SGML and archived.
APS has prototyped a new e-print server
accessible via their home page which pmvides
for multiple formats: pdf, tex. ps. An "authoring'
enhancement Ls proposed in the future w h i i

would include RevTex, WP templates and a
Paper Creation Wizard. In summary, Aps is
proposing the "long vimV and pufsuing full
elecbnic infrsstrudure. The physics corn
munity will be positioned to avail itself of
technological innovation in information systems
and is truly 'at the forefront of change.'

!2awmwu

ISSUES IN ELECTRONIC LICENSING

"Hi10.tna Ih.Ehcbonlc Rhmc
Eiotbwk Rvduct Lfcansiftgmnd Contmcis"
Nancy L. Buchanan, Coordinator of Elecbmic
Reswrcss. UnIvmHy of Houston Libraries
Reported by Nancy Nswsome
put 1:

BWlUMn guided the audience through what
st^ has kamed with a pradicpl, stepbycslep
approach to her pnrrsntation. She pmvkled the
audience vdth useful Information and advice
based on her awn experiencas.
The pmcess of negotiating a lkendng
rgnsment or amtract for an eleclmnlc product
begins when you think you might be interested
intheproduct. Askquestionsearlyandbokat
thecondltiona in the oontrsd even befm you
rsvkmthe product in a Mal situation. Talk to an
actwl sales mpmsentative ratherthan somc#ne
at a general 800 number. Be honest from the
beginning about anything that might keep you
frombuymotheprodud.

Some contncts are enforceable even withwt
signing them, such as situations where there is a
label stating that by opening the packege you
am agreelng to the terms of the license
agmemenl (although someone In the audience
qumtloned the legality of this). Some contracts
are pannanent whereas aUIen am r e d
pefiodicplly. Thoss that am m n d can often
be diffemt upon renewal from the orlginal. For
thir reason. nnewal contracts should be read
very camfully ond may have to be renegotfpted. Vendors often change the terms of
contracts on a regular basis by sending out
notices packaged with the physicpl product.
me mality of this was a h questioned by
someone in the audience.) Receipt and check-ln
personnel should be alerted to watch for these
and mute them to the appropriate person. The
boltom line hem was that you should READ
YOUR CONTRACTS very carefully. especially

It

the definitions section. Daflnitbns of terms can
vary dramatically from one vendor to another,
for example, there are many very diffemnt
definitionsof the word "site.'

Clauses in contracts and licensing agreements
and how they am used by different vendon can
also be poblemaUc. In particular, those such as
"legitimate use" and 'authorized user"can mean
diffenwrt things to diffemnt vendors. How users
are counied and how workstatiMIs are counted
can be handled differently among vendors.
Some vendors give you the option of buying a
prticukr number of uses. Also be careful of
what is mant by locations. ORen them am
limits plecsd on m o t e access. Them may be
an extra cast for remote access. Be -in
that
whatever security is provided is acceptable to
you. The terms of payment should also be
given careful consideration.
Buchanan concluded that the key to successful
negoiiating is to be able to explain to a vendor
why something in the contract will not work in
her experience, if you can do that, you will be
able to reach an agreement. Then be sure you
get a copy of the signed agrsement and that any
subsequent changes am put in writing. One last
consideration is whether the vendor is also the
pmducer. Buchanan's exp8tience has tau~ht
her that the worst of all possible worlds is to go
through a vendor who is not the pmducer.
The question and answer parkd following
Buchanan's m a r k s brought out a couple of
additional important points. Before you a n a
contract, make sure that you have the
a
m'on from your institution to do so. You
should also make sum that the sales
representative you am worlcing with has the
authotlty to incorporate any agreed upon
changas into the contract and get those changes
in writing for your own protection.

Part 2
Ucuuu: A New Economlc
-mw
Rene Olivieri, Blackwell Publishers
Reported by Cathy Tijerino

In his opening statement, Rene Oliilerl
a n m c e d that as he worked on his
presentation, the contexl of the lecture had
printed in the
evolved from what was o@nyiall
plooram to 'Site Ucsnses: A New Economic
program." Thus the topic of site licenses was
presented in a larger context instead of the
initial focus on W e m k research.
oihrleri began by saying that although there are
some ploblwNwhh the use of site licenses. the
diRkuItles tend to be -I
md commercial, not
technical. One of the mod vexing issues
affecting site Hcenses is copyright laws which
constantly change and vary fmm country to
country. According to Olivieri. aovemments are
continuously re-examining coWrlgM laws not
because of n h r y mmed COIIC(MIS. but due to
economic concams of the entertainment
bushress and the tax dollars it generates.
O l M displayed several overbeads which
depicted a model of the publishing world in
WMCh buying fewer titles leads to a price
inabase In journal tiwrr and a traditional
economic model which demomhtes that a
ptice daawtse c a m higher demand.

Next. Oiivieri described some of the costs of
publishing print journals v e m electronic
journals. He explained that electronic journals
have a higher mination costs than print, but
the maminal costs are much lower because
electronic joumab do not need paper, binding,
or printing. m e n he liied some of the benefits
of site licenses. Site licenses empomrr the
buyer by prwiding more freedom with usage
and require only a single transadion as opposed
to the vendor monitoring usage of tht, products.
In addftlon. site limnses also seem to provide
more faimass in that llhrkrs pay for numbers
of users. allowing smaller libraries to pay less.
Relative to standardizing the pwxra, he
described an experiment in Great Britain that
will test a national site license and hopefully
resolve some lingering questlons. wch 85: Will
iuxaries buy more journals? and Will the
joumets be used more often?
OUvieri dosed his presentalion by saying that
site licenses win become mom prevalent. For
example, site licendng contracts are more
practical for libraries, end vendors and
customers want contracts. mere is also an
advantage to publishers to have more readers.
as mom maders should result in more dtations
from their journals and Mer submlssim for
publishing. In condusion, 'site licenses are not
a panacea,' and Oiivieri prsdicts a mixed
economy of site licenses and document
delivety.

-

THE CIC ELECTRONIC JOURNALS COLLECTION PROJECT

Bonnie MacEwan. cdkction Development
coordinator, Perm State Uniwrsfly Ubraries;
Mira Geffner, Pmjeu M a ~ g e r .CIC Eiectmnic
Jown.lr Cokdon, CICNet, Inc.
W e d by A m e ~
Park
Bonn& Machan pasented the paper. Mire
Ge.ffner was Ill.
The E l w n i c Journal Collection (WC) is a
proisd that a q m d w i y manages electronic
msourcas for the Committee on Institutional
Coopet-aWn (CIC) in a proiect that fosters
coopercltlon belvmen and owes its success to
both llkwkns and technolopists. m e CIC is a
=year
old consortium of 13 Mldwestem
universities, with holdings totaling over 80
million volumes.

m e Ex was developed when CIC Library
Directors initiated the investigation of the
management and use of shad electronic
resources. Key areas identified in developing
the coHedlon were collection manageme&,
cataloging,
selecting an interfaw 0 ,
publisher contact. and approval before the
journal is l i e d . and archiving. Subject. title.
and keywnrd seafchlng are allowed. as well as
the ability to view the tiUes alphabetically or by
subjed. BiMiographic records Include weeklyupdated hot links to the joumal. While all
joumais are currently free, the CIC plans to work
with publiien and authors on issues
concerning paid subscriptionWas. Other future
plans are to fun a persistent URL sewer to
maintain COMistent URLs.
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When a journal is requested for indusion, CIC
and a forms1 proposal is put forth. An EleUmnic
Resourcw Officer appointed at each library
-the
local review of each ploposal. Six
CIC unive&im are cetaloglng Ex journals.
with
Contributed to OCLC and WACS.
Cataloging exmtise is shad among CIC
libraries. A full archive of all titles in the
collection is stored on disk and backed up to
tape

-w.

A prototype system with 49 journals is available
at htQxJ/ejournab.dc.net. A lmge initial Investment was required to notic out irsws involved

colleagues are sutveyed for interest in the title
in the development of the project. Descriptions
of working gmups and their reports can be found
at hltpJ/cedar.dc.neVdtlcic(. Initial technical documentationb available at htQxJ/ejoumals.cic.netl
ej.doc.html.
Benetits gained by cooperative efforts in
electronic journal management include access
to resources, experimentation with the
acquisition and distribution of resourcss. helping
to shape the future of scholarly communication,
and potential use of the collection by other
libraries.

CONCURREKTB

THE GREAT DEBATE OVER COPYRIGHT IN THE ELECTRONIC EWRONMENT
Reported by Jodith Janes
*Ehcbpnlc R&lkhhg Is N o t p r f n t
publlrMno-llowpublblnn.ndUbnrknr
~dh.DnkwueP
Carol A. Rlsher, Vice President for Copyright
and New Tachndogy, Assodstion of American
Pubmera

With the many advances in informptlon delivery
and dduoltion methods. we are living In an
e
w and are having to
lncradible trpnsltlon p
invent oumlves on the fly. The advent of
netwodc delivery systems makes possible
infomdon on demand. The Wonnation thus
dellvmd has t a ~ e t e dcontent and arrives on
olle3deSktop. p u # w H m m m i t h a t
tachnology a H w verydiffmnl binds of access
than does print However. because not all
computer equipment is capable of mceiving an
types of informalion, publishers are having to
maintain double or parallel oiganhation
strudures In ordsr to prwide various types of
SccBSs.

The docMne of Yair use. still applies in the
digital emvhnment. MaeUngs over the past two
years have locused on specirk guidelines for
specirk proiectS including dbtlnce learning
projock. cdladions of imagar, and dlgital
I
s
.
In the digW emrimmetit where
the question of "fair use. can involve a piea of
infomation there is a great deal of diff)culty In
documentlng exactly what wmtilutes Yair use..
Just as the musk and film industrkrs have
developed special kinds of licensing
amas shMs in business models have
taken place. so migM it be that publishing will
develop something similar. Digitbed imape

archives with llcensi~of 'on demand could be
a solution. For example a tmchermlght scan a
2o

-

photwraph for a dass project the first use of
this photograph would not Incur any fee, but If
the
photoo~phwere to b0 ussd aS M
ongoing part of the dass, each subsequent use
would require permission.
Interlibrary loan Is a difficult area espedally in
light of digital delivery of dbilal infonnetion.
Eledronic reserves are an espedalty difficult
scenario and are not "fair use:
However.
negotiations are continuing as publishen.
iibrarians. and usem discuss new paUems and
pradices to ensure access and fair use.

WlWUbnrkr and EduwthudlnrdlbdloM
S..*k,theEhbvnkLaura N. Gassaway. Dimlor of the Law Library
and Pmfessor of Law, University of Nolth
CamUna. Chapel Hlll

-

The current law maintains a perverse balance
while protearng authors, publishers. and
producers, it also assures public access to
materials. Likaries are the voice of the public
and need to presewe koming. assure the rioht
to m d . and allowwid0 use and sarUribili(yt0
materials for the poor and have-nots. Them M
Inherent In the copyrigM law competing
Interests: publishen and producm wish to
maximize
and stay viable, while libraries
believe that they are representatives of the
public and allow multiple use of materials.
Libraries cannot stand by and see fair use
become nothing mom that a license issue.
Changes during the proOrassion from "Green
Paper to white Paper" have changed

expeuations and revealed a slant towards
cammerdalkath. Gpssrway then wemt on to
m

l

l

l

h

conavnnrr
~
~

discuss changes in wording and potential
lmpliceuons of the new law. She amues that
"fair use" character should not be negated
simply because infomation is transmitted to
someone eke. With a digital wolk is each copy
a new work? If so, then does the first sale
doctrine apply? Howaver. If the library buys a
copy. then tranvnits that mpy to someone, and
deletes its copy, then only one copy remains.
While vm accept that ebcbnic information is
different from trPdiUona1 forms. new guidelines
can be based on existing guidelines for print

media. Suggestions for handling electronic
reserves must be acceptable to all parties and
will entail costs on both sides. instructors will
have to be educated about lawfully obtained
copies and other aspects of copyright
compliance. One solution might be to allow
digitiion for one use only. with access limited
to class participants, then If the material was to
be used again, seek permission and pay
copyright fees for next and subsequent usage
BUT with no further distribution or transmisslon..
There is a need to educate the public about
coWrigM.

GQwJmwu

PARTNERSHIPS: HOW MANY FORMS, HOW MANY ISSUES?
Part 1: " D I Q M ukwy R H ~ ~ O J S I I I W
rnkSlIWS.ndChU~*
Jacqueline H. Trolley, Manager. CoCpMats
C o m m u n i c p t i o n , Institute for Scientific Infor-

mation
Reportadby Valerie Bmss
This session offend insights into shared
deveiopment of eledronic m o m a s from the
psnpedhrssof corporate and library p a r t w .
Jacquelim T d e y began with an ovwview,
explaining why the Psrtnsnhip spproach has
developed and wrhrt the issues are. The
partnership approach hes gained favor because
techdogy- 1
are costly. PaNHm
may Indude technology companies. single
fnitmem. group of publishers, sodetka,
qents. utilities. and llbrsriss. Successful
p n h i p mquires a shared vision, mksion. or
goal. Other important ingmdiento for success
are flexibility and good communicstions amang
the partners.
To Illustrate a partnrushlp, Troliey introduced
~Si's Electronic Library Prqjad. This corponte
p n h i p combines the publlshlfg skills of IS1
with the technical exparuse of several
companies and with me joumel content of 120
publishers. The Uedronlc Library Projed will
provide access to 500 journals online
one
t h i i of the joumais in ISl's Current Contents
publicaions. IS1 intends to beta test the
Eledronic Library Pmjed at six sites. one of
which is Scott Memorial Library.

-

Part 2 "A M e d i a l Univerrity Libmy's
Padnetship lo provhk EleWonk Access lo
UNSel.nce Sorhls Philosophy 8nd
Islues*
Paula M. Lynch. Collection Management
Librarian, Scott Memorial Library, Thomas
Jefferson University
Reported by Vaierie Bmss

-

Next, Paula Lynch desaibed how Scott
Memorial Library (SML) evaluated ISl's
Electronic Library prsied to dammine whather
to offer it and how to introduce it to users. SML
supports the research needs of the facuity and
stdents at the unhrsnity. as well as the needs
of various off-site research groups and medical
faciiilies. To meet the demands of these users,
SML evaluated the IS1 product for potential use
as a soume of document images of journal
articles.
The Collection Development Dept. used five
criteria to evaluate the Pmject (I)intertibrary
loarrldocument delivery data; (2) circulation
statistics; (3) cost per use; (4) local facuity
involvement in the publication; and (5)
corrsspondence between IS1 Wes and the
BrandonHill lists of pertinent resourc~sfor
small medW libraries. Criterion (4) proved too
radriclhrc; this was later dropped. In the end.
the library idantifled 200 titles to match against
the titles In the IS1 project. Only 40 of the 200
titles on the l i h ~ selec(ion
s
lii matched the
IS1 titles. However, the library has decided to
continue with the t&. me library Intends to first
make the IS1 Electronic Library available from
the Reference area and eventually extend the

sewice to remote users.

Part 3:
h n n LibmryNSDA
h&tWShlp 8 UbfWyfipublicAgency
Ca-:
th.GO& 8nd Ch.lleng.2 Of
ImphmwUng N w S w k o *
WiHlam J. K m ,AcquWUons Ubrarian, Albert R.
Mann Ubrary, cornall University
Reported by Carol MacAdam

-

The Albert R. Mann Library at Coma11 University
specializes in providing information in
agrlcul(um, life sciences, and human ecology.
llw library offen an online colladion of
ek&onlc msowces accessed via t ate way by
UWIS anywhem on campus. This collection
indudes mare than 500 titles; when the library
wanted to expand the collection they looked to
the USDA for mateiiai to add. USDA economic
agenck~~
collect data and p u b l i reports on
such subjeds as field mps. specialty
sgricuiture. and farm sector economics.
Approxhnatety 300 USDA titles are available in
e k t m i c form. Some are statisti*r needing
sprepdsheet tmatment; soma are serials; some
are wry man; some are esoteric (poultry
SlaUgMw catfish procc#smg).

Mann Library and USDA began a pattnershlp in
1892193. finding a shared goal in the desire to
providothe widest possible access to a core
cdbdion In agriculture. In this pmtnsnhip, the

USDA provided the publications and some startup money and served as the auUunity on the
content of the repotts. Mann Library developed
and provided gateway access. the wgnizetion
of the material, and user support (e.9. help
documentation and access information). All 300
tities are fully cataloged in the Mann Uhry
catalog. Incoming reports are pmessed by
acquisition staff who post them to the database
within 5-10 minutes of receipt. Staff vetify
acquisition, mname and reload reports into the
system, and make badtup copies. Ubrary users
can subscribe directly to some tiUes or access
the library database via World Wide Web, fik,
transfer protocol (ftp), or gopher. Cummt)y I665
use= hold 1O.OOO subsdplions via an
automated mailing list with reports delivered to
E-mail addressss. Because the reports are
public domain, access is free and open to all
US8t.S.

Thb partnership may provide a modtri for
depositoly libraries in the new era when all
government documents will be available online.
Kara cautions that avanabliity can be automated
to a large extent. but there is still the need for
the library to maintain organization of the
information and quality wntrd, enswing that tha
correct report b mceived. poated to the corred
file. and that transmission is complete and
CO~ct.

NASG llmANNUAL CONFERENCE (1998): REPORTS
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faster service.

ED1 can handle rouUne

Part I
Reportcld by Beth Weston

traIIssd/oM, Sllaving !itaff to focus on complex

TIM Feick, Sales Manager, North America,
Periodlcs(s DMslon. B. H. Blackwell. opened
the pIoOrsm with an 'ED1 Overview." She
defined EM (Electronic Data Interchange) as
'the exchange of commenially oriented
lnfonnation in standard eiectmnic formats.
between systems, and without human
intewentlon or interpr8taUon." She stressed that
ED1 b a form of electronic commerce. It is not
ekctmnk mail; it is not MARC; it is not 239.50;
and It Is not blbliogmphic information. The

ED1 requires a system that ailom data to be
extracted. The data must then be translated
into a standard and sent to a trading partner that
is willing and able to receive the data. The ED1
standards available are ANSI ASC X12
(American National Standards Instilute
Accredited Standards Committee X I 3 in the
U.S. and EDIFACT (Electronic Date Interchange
for Administration. Commerce, and Transport)
in Europe. Feidc reported that SlSAC (Serials

bedits of EDI for libraries ind&
nccuracy,

transactions which require special attention.

increased

Industry System Advisory Committee) has

pobtsoeand plpercoats. md

Wed. epproved and published standards for

several transadion sets. including claims (660).
claim msponws (870). invokes @lo), and
dispatch (856). and that ~everplother sets are
under development. Feick also discused
translation soflwam, which for libraries, may be
detemined by the local automation system.
Another factor is the communication mode,
which may be by a vaiuaadded ndvmk or the
Intemet.
One cholknge is developing links for machines
to talk to each other. Many automation systems
don't have fields to hold data required by the
X12 standard. if the a w e linking fields
don't d s t then the receiver must manually
inpn the trsnrsdion. Haw do we move
fornard? Librarians must sell the beneMs of
ED1 to manapment; include a requirement for
EDi in all RFPS; partrcipate in SISAC set EDi
esa pdoMy in W s groups; and cmate output
files outside the local automation system.

Jamas Heusnunn, Head, Technical 6
Automated Sewlces, Linda Hall Library,
fdbwed naxl with "ED1 6 the Library."
Heusmpnn definad ED1 as any infonnruon that
is
wwlout being mkeyed. whether or
not it utilizes the X12 standard. In this
ddnitbn, the Unda Hall Library is currently
UtiiMng ED1 for x12 daims. BlSAC ordering,
SlSAC barcode check-ln, and importing and
upathlp bibliographic and authority records.
Possible fulum paths indude implementing ED1
for knrolcbrg, using X12, claim responses.
-Mng
pronrplcst MMkompMc records.
intdlmy ban and document delivery
transaUion. intdadng with their busicHws
office,and interfacingwith a bank for exchange
ratetranshm. s y s t s m v s n d o n a m t r a d ~
psrbren; themfom, even though Ubraries don't
exchmQe data with these vendon. it is
knport.nt for ubrsries to convey their priorities
for EM dw&pmnt.
Librpries must think
abwt what runctionalHy the markel will supporl
so that il will be worthwhile for vendors to
dwebp. Llbmdes want inform& to and from
vendom an publishsn. bibliographic utilities,
sysam vendon. financial Institutions, and
document deliwry services to be exchangsd
without manipulation.
Stophen Duw. VicsPresident and General
Manager, Khmer Academic Publishen,
pmvided a publisher's penpedive on ED1
implementation in T D i 6 the Publisher.' He
kIenUfied the use of dlspatch data to reduce
claim as the latgest benefit of ED1 to

publishers. Kkmer worked with a subscription
agent to analyze daims. Of the daims tracked
hXSG1Jth-M

in the project. 40.2% were answered by the

wnt using an online dispatch file. 40.7% wem

answered by me agent using a piinted dispatch
list, 14.8% were forwarded to Kluwer, and 2.5%
were returned to customers. Dane stated that
mom publisher participation is needed for
successful ED1 implementation in the industry.
However, many publishen and wents are in the
midst of major system changes or have other
priorities, such as eladronic publishing. There
Is also a need for mom awareness of EDI.
Another factor is that the various trading
partners am all waiting for each other to comply
with the ED1 requirements.
Part 2

Reported by Jenni Wilson

Sandra Hurd, Director of Ubrary Automation,
EBSCO Infonnatlon senrices, and the 1080lQQ7Chair of SISAC. spoke about ED1 from a
vendoh pempedve in TDI 6 the Serials
Vendor.' She guided us with humor through a
typical business cyde. from request for
quotation to remittance advke and outlined the
X12.810 invoice and the X12.669 daims data
fields that am required to achieve a complete
ED1 transaction. She also asked the question,
"Why bothep The final analysis was that we
can altow machines to do the wodc for us; the
servlce is faster and mom accurate; It's secure
and reliable; rsmrdr am updated electronically;
theeconomiesofscakkadtolowwcosts;and
partnefshlps produce msults. Hurd disblbuted a
very useful Automation Update from EBSCO
m and also a copy of
tiUeFDI a m 2 A
the latest issue ofslSAC N m .
Ted Koppel. Information Systems Manaoer
from the Uncover Company spoke about "ED1

and Related Standards.' He talked first about
the earfy s
t
m (1891) of 239.56 and its gosk
to be short but biblio@mphicallyunique; to cover
the broadest possible number of published
M a l s ; and to be derivable from the dtatlon of
soum document, not externally assigned or
derived. He then moved on to talk about the
1998 enhancements to 239.56 which include: a
defined internal M u m of SlCi (serial Item
and Contribution Idsntiflar) to three distinct
segments (item. contribution, and control);
defined specifk extemal structure types to
identify serial item versus serial contribution
(journal versus atticle); storage of distribution
medium; refinements on Mentifying derivative
parts of contribution (t.0.c..
index, etc.);
significant changes to title code algorithm;

revised mies for mandatory versus opioned
fields; and punctuation and housekeeping.
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There was further, more technlcsl discuosion of
enhancements to the Code St~ctureidentifier
(CSl-l,-2.-3). which allows identification of the
item, contribution and the contrd segments in
the SIC1data Jtring.

Sandy M I . V i m s i d e n t and Director of
Refemnce Databases. Innovative Interfaces,
Im. spoke to us about 'ED1 & the Integrated
Library System." Westal talked individually
about
issues
in
dwebpnwnt
and
knpletnentation of ED1 pugrams for an ILS
system vendor 1) product design pwpse of
the lntaface. m o d formats, stmtum. does
data transfer in or out of the system. and
telecommunication; 2) development dynamics
of threeparty development among ILS vandor.

-

-

-

library. and subscription agent; 3) beta testing
choice and number of beta sites, duration of
beta, and m o d i i n s during bet& 4)
implementation when to roll out the product,
documentation and instructions. and different
needs for some libraries and/or subscription
agents; 5) okgdng development
what
prompts change, how to test when multiple
vendorsilibraties are affected, and the need to
incorporate changes within soRware releases.
She then diswssed the primary development
goab for lnnopac intafaces which indude
achieving the purpose of the interface,
integrating with library procsdums and workflow,
integrating with other lnnopac pmgrams, and
making the interface attractive to the library.

-

-

-

RISK-TAKING FOR LIBRARY PIONEERS
Johann van Reenen. Director, Centennial
Sdence and Enginewing Library. University of

NewMexico
Reportedby Sandy River
This preconference was palt pep talk and part
planning session for the psrUcipants next
ventures in risk-taking. Van Roanen's goals
were to explain risk-taking snd its ~ematives.
to c h m .tntudes about risk-taking. to
encourage CoMtrUdlvb risk-taking. and to get
the psrticipanasto rscognizethat risk-taking an
bo an antidote to sraiaty.

We tend to taka a negative view of risk-taMng,
thinicing that it invohres injury. damage, or loss.
This negative attitude leads us to make excuses
for not taking risks. While it is true that them b
no safedy net, Van Reenen contends that we
become better rbk-takm with planning and
practice, though it takes a kt of fisks to get
good a! it. And, he explained, them are reasons
to view risk-taking posiUvely. Life cannot get
betterthan it is now unless you take some risks.
Those who take no rlrks lose the capadty to do
so, whlk those who do venture forvl develop
He asked us to
better venturing skills.
reconskierthe old axprssslonhothing ventured,
nothing gained.' suggeding that what we really
mean is 'nothing ventured, nothing lost.'
Risk-taking is lmportsnt for libraries and
librarians at this time because of the rapid
change we are experiencing. The serials cost
crWs is one such change. The move to quality
management or quality improvement is another.
We must rewgnize the dsk-taken on ow staffs.

q p t them, and lsam from their failures.
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Van Reenen outlined what he called the risktaking cycle: you rwc;y w learn from the results
you think differently; you make more effeuiie
decisions in the future; you gel better results.
But he also offered these cautions; never risk
morsthanyoucanaffdtolose;don'triskalot
to get a little; consider both the odds and your
intuition.

The planning w o n of the session Involved
gmups of three participants. each describing a
risk hehhe plans on taking, why he/she is
-red
to take it, how it migM go, and what
mbMbethelesron. Aseachpenondssaibed
the risk, the others in the g ~ W poffemd advfa,
on the plan. am on^ the various tisks desaibsd
were changing jobs or careers, asking a superior
for a new title, offering an Internet workrhop.
and constructing a Web page for a work unit.
Van Reenen pnnhded a handout outlining an
action plan for risk-taking.

me preconference ended with an examination
of the desire for seauity on the job. Van
Reenen pointed out that we always pay a price
when we settle for securky. He suggested that
when we give up the need for security. then we
feel morcr secure. As a final exembe, the
participants were each asked to rank, on a
scale of 1-10, their comfort with the idea of
losing their jobs the next day. While there were
a number of I s and 2s from the real risk taken,
the most frequently chosen number was 6. mat
marked us as a fairly conswvative bunch, but il
appeared that we walked out of the sassion a
little more confident about taking that naxt dsk.

NASlG llm
ANNUAL CONFERENCE (1996): REPORTS
WORKSHOP SAMPLER
(Ed. Me: TMt is the 86cwndyeath.d the -has
besn Lble to &a umpCng ofthe twenty wo&dmpa
hddd the conhnnce. For Mcowmge, h p an e p out & t h e m to bepublshsd by Haworth h a s . )

wnvkrMddh.Inhmer
P n w h 8impson. Serials Cataloging Librarian.
Pennsylvania State Unhrenlty
Repxted by Regina Beach
Pnwia Simpton presented Pennsylvania
State U n i v e w s situation in cataloging their
e k d m i c serials to a pndced audience,
consiJUnO mainly of other serials catalogem.
The dedslon was made to ~O(IC(M~TB~O
their
eIeUmnk cataloging efforts on !pvemmart
documents In rsspanso to Compsd mandate
that the GPO switch ail publication actMty horn
paper to aiectronk by the end of fiscal 1998. All
medal dirtributed to parudpating libraries in
the Federal Depository ubrary P m g m will be
aveiiable by m o t e eiedmic access or will be
dirreminated In a physical ekxtmnlc format for
local access. This plan plocas a strein on
depository libraries for sxisling technoklg~i
mourw~ and for those in the rapidly
approschm future.
The P a n stat0 staff
decided to catalog as many GPO electronic
serials as possible beforethe change-owr.

The audience was then given two case studies:
how to desaibe
of the House of
e o n s of
and how to link all the
respecthre pa& of
From this a haated discussion eruped from the
audlence on the multiple formats question and
on desaiption vs. identlficetion in MARC
recotds. These discussions continued until it
was time to relinquishthe room.

.-

beiwaen ukuknr 8nd V.ndors'
Georgia Brilco. Assodate Dlnrdor and Head
of Technical Senrices. Univefsity of Colorado
Law Library; Paul Wakeford. Coordinator,
Resources Management, University of Cab
ifomia, San Francisco; Anna McKee. serlals
Specialist, Blackwell's Periodicals
Reported by Carol MacAdam

Georgia Brbco opened the workshop with a
discuJsion of legal serials and vendor relations.
The nature of legal serials sets them apart from
othen in that they are constantly changing as
the law changes and they am updated in many
formats which often supersede each other. (eg.
The next step was to dedde on sekction criteria
pamphlets, pocket part, advance sheets.
for Mudon in the catalog. Saledm use the
suppknnents. Merim bound vdumee. and
fdlowing guidelines: 1) the same criteda as for
permanent bound volumes). Serials consume
other fcmats, 2) c a t a l is
~ limited to items
approximately 80% of law librsry budgets.
with links on the PSU home m e , 3) items
While the law pmfession depends on several
pmviwsly In print or In another format already
specialized publishen of law materials, law
owned by the likary, 4) Web veniOn is frkdier
librarians depend upon several subscription
than the other fonnat, 5) potential for off-site
agents who spsdaliza in supplying them. Prices
use,6)ifthe item lsa unique msource. and 7)if
of lawplbliatiomarerematic and mpmdktable,
it ls cost-prohibitive In another format.
and cost aftting is difficult because most law
journals are wre to any low collection; legal
publishers have near monopolistic control of
Before the decision to catalog. many electmnii
subjects and aspects of law publication, and
gwemment documents material had already
memen and buyouts have recently beeom
been put on Penn State's home psoe, located at
Several major publisher
~ l E u v u v w . l i k a r i e s . ~ . e d ~ ~ ~ ~ gmore
o v ~ common.
acquisitions have placed the Thompson
fM.Mnrl
Corporation in a podtion of coluiderabk
stremh within the Indusby. The latest was their
Simpon dkcussad the bibliographk recomls
purchase of West Publishing Company,
that were Included in her handout. It quickly
announced only the day before this workshop
became evident from the cataloging issues
took place. Brisco conduded that law librarians
discussed by the audience, that many
need to be assedw as business partners in
catalogino decisions are mado based on system
supplying lew materiais for their users. The
limitatiins.
NAslli lllh-lbpma:

Wwbbp#
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ekdronic bulletin board of the American
Auodation of Law Librarians has prwen an
effective forum for communicating libraries'
needs to publishers: Lawlib@ucdavis.edu. 'If
you are a law librarian. you are a serials
librarian.'

Paul w.word outlined special fsstures of
medical literature: its expmmial ~IUWUI rate,
thofwgh indexing and abstracting coverage,
and that. being highly illustrstad. It mquires
gfossv paper for good laprodudions. Cwrsntly,
medical rssipb consume 80% of libraries'
budpts. and Wakefd predicted that the ratio
will be 959b/5% serials to monographs by the
year2OOO. Publishers of medical literehrre offer
greater discounts to vendors than other
disdpunsS md indulge in the highest rates of
Most medical ]oumais have a
infiefion.
msxlmum active shelf life of five years. While
the mjo~@of publicaUons are produced by
European publishsrs, the material cmained in
them b produced by US researchers and
pWilbnm. Wakefoni dkcussed the Red
sage Ekctmnk Journal Library and M i n g
syrtam,ajointpq/ed~UCSF.ATTBell
L&s, urd 8pring~r-Vd~g
to m o ~ n t digital
venions of 70 journals In molecular biology end
mdbloay Snd to provide kwusing, searching,
reading and claiming functions to users. Tho
poyd Is changing and will indude yet more

m-.

Anno MCCK.. discussed the vendots view of
mansc#ials in spedal libraries.
FW6aipUon agents senre as an intermediary
betwan SOUIWS of and users of i
and
between p u b l i s h E F Z i
Hksrkr. W e e gave a kid htstofy of the
devebpnent 0s the & of Wbdpclon Crgants,
affected ncentty by the need to automate their
OIM) opsntkns and their exchanges with
publkhers ond Wbraries. Small sqencks doing
business since World War II mid not afford the
ClutOmsEkn p~ocessand were subsumed by
I;rrgw agandes in the 1 W s . Agencies provide
sewiws which help manage the ordering.
dahnlng and invoking of subsaIp(i0ns to many
publbhen. They maintain cunant bibliographic
and pridng Wormation on the tiUes of a
rnultilude of
publishers and provide
m a w reports and price pmjectlons.
Agency staff perlorm the mutim, chores of
serials management. releasing library staff to
Agemcies offer
deal with other projeds.
i m l y specialized servia# such as table
of contents and document delivery sewice,

collection management reports, and electronic
exchange of order, claim and invoice
Information. Agencies also provide manage
ment services to publishers, building long term
relationships that help streamline subscription
management for publishers. Librafies with
specialized wilections and users count on
agents to provide special handling, customer
service staff with experience in their iiekls, and
specialized divisions dealing with the publishers.
McKw foresaw that there will be fewer and
fewer agencies Serving libraries and publishers,
that publisher dlswunts to agendas will
diminish. and that outsourcing of serials
management wiU increase. Vendor partnerships with the developers of library systems will
be increashrgly impoitant. allowing vendors to
provide more specialized services to libraries.

C
~~nhun.
I
M a t s Librarian. University of
California. San Dk~go
Reported by Kay 0. Johnson

Crystal Oralum focused on the impact of
integration on serials cataloging. She
began with background information about
USMARC formats and an overview of Format
Integration, Phase I. then p n t e d an Indepth
discusdon about Format Integration. Phase II.
format

A primary format is still required with format
integration, kr( all variable fields am valid for all
formats. Formst Integration. Phase II had a
s t m g impact on serials cataloging by mquMng
that serials format can only be used with print
serials. All non-print setiais are catalogsd on
their respecthro non-ptint formats. Serialily is
considered a secondary characteristic for nonprint formats, and is mfiected by a code
leaderKI7 (BLvl) of s and an opUonal 008 Reid
that contains elements (such as ftequency and
regulam) that aren't included in the non-print
format fixed fields.

Graham illuminated the benefits. drawbacks.
and future questions about format intwration.
While format integration pmvidas for describing
materials in seveml physical formats and
reduces doarmentation, Mbliographic records
are more complex and local systems are unable
to accept, display, or index new codes. where
would a format-specific catalog plaa a serial
map? How would a searcher use format

qualifiers to and a serial computer file? Format
inteorptlon has caused ca!akgers to reexamine
using separate records for multiple versions and
has ntsed quastions about whether or not all
digital materials should be cataloged as
comwter fikrs.

Showy Palmiter, Head. Serials Acquisitions
Unit, McKeidln Library, University of Maryland
at cdkge Park; Joanna B.k.r, Head, Serials
Cataloging Unit lucKeldin Library Univemity of
Maryland at College Park
Repott by Nancy J. Chaffin

This worluhop d e s a b d the mperhws of the
Technical servicer DMsion of the McKehlin
Library. Uniwrslty of Mpryland. cdlw Park in
applying COntinuOw Quality lmpwement
techniques to address poor communications of
procedures for prowsslng serials.

mm

y c u ~ s ago. the administration of the
Univemy of Morylond. College Park mandated
using Continuous Quality lmpiwement teams to
.ddrws ,pmgratn develop
ment, and other planning. The M c e of
Continuour QwlDty lmpiwemenl was estab
Ib)Mdto assist units throughout the Univen#y In
devebphg, tralm.and hnpbmentingteams to
address tho qualky of services snd p r o d m
offemd to the UnivemRy community. The
Wrsry had already formed a dozen teams to
addmss both Rkary-wide and intradivkional
lorues when the quality of communication about
serlalspromssingbecameofconccrm.

serials procegsinO is not confined to the
Technical Sewlees Mvwon of the McKeldln
Library. and the annmuniutkn channels with
other units UuN process rerials lacked
consistency and timeliness in reporting data.
Tha topic of lmprovrng communication seemed
appropriste to CQI techniques, and a team was
formsd umslstlng of repnwentaUvss from the
various units that process serials and two public
Senricas staff. Jeanne Baker served as Team
Leader.

B.krr 8nd Palmitor described the pmxsses of
identifying the pmbletn. determining the
appmpriateness of CQI techniquas, writing a
team chmter, forming the team. m n g through
the problem, and developing a set of

recommendations.
for close swtlny:

identified
.-rnm areas weretrainhg,

K 4 . w l l t h ~ I & p m Kwlxhkcp

and

communication.
The team used both a
questionnaire and focus groups to determine
who might need additional training, who
required documentation. and what techniques
for communication might be most effective. As
a resuit of the team's Molts. a set of
recommendations were issued and have since
been implemented. The package of handouts
given to workshop attendees included University
documentation on the CQI pmcessas. the
Serials Communications Team charter, the
questionnaire sent to UMCP library staff, and
summaries of the recommendationsof the team
and
the
implementation
of
those
recommendations.
Discussion of the team process itself followed.
UMCP library staff are stiU learning the basic
concepts of working in teams. WWh experience.
staff will have a dearer understanding of the
roles and 8xpecMon.s for team membm.
sponsors, and fadlilatofs. Team membsrship
will need to expand to include other types of
employees, such as part-timers and students.
Worlcing in teams is more time consuming,
especially initially. Data collection Is more
rigorous. and qualitative analysis techniques
can take much more time, both in gathering and
in analyzing.

wmKsmY2

Web WoMs and H:ExpforlnglYoroA&mncedToplcsin Web
AuahOfInfJ'
Birdk MacLenmn. Sarials Coordinator. Univefsity of Vermont; Stew Oberg. Head, BiMb
graphii control. Universityof Chicago
Reported by Corinne Jacox

me workshop began with

Birdie Mcbnnan
discussing design elemants of wab authoring.
Begin by defining the scope and purpose of the
Web site. Also think about who the intended
audience is. MacLennan then compared the
creating and design of a Web site to mating
and desbning a quilt. Fhst you must gather
everything you want to put it together. Then you
weave and stitch it together. Madennan also
covered Hems that can be included in a Web
document: link, special characler formatting,
graphics, and tables. Since this was a hands-on
workshop, Madennan then led the group
through linking within a single document.
Stew O b g then discussed the next steps in
web authoring. mis pan of the workshop was a

mixture of show and tell combined with some
hands-on woh C u m 4 hot topics in Web

11

authoring are Java, image maps, and Adobe
Acrobat. Oberg covered exlemal media that can
be Included In a Web site. such as video and
audio fim he pointed out that these are large
files, so one should keep the u56r in mind when
Including these. Using CGI scripts for forms and
image maps was then explained. Oberg
concluded wrth a discussion of HTML editors
md converters Oberg also mentioned a
resome that is extremely helpful In Web
authoring (Scharf, Dean. JiTW W a l Quick
.QUE. 1SQS).

NQEBJHU

-wngFourr omups toMeet

lkerExpoct.aroruSharyf Wllliarr, Head, Serials Department,
Leon S. M c G q a n Library of Medicine. Univemity of Nebraska Medlcal Center
Reported by Nancy J. Chaffin

This workshop began with a brief statement
about a problem that was fscud at the Leon S.
McOoog.n Library of Medicine, unhrenity of
Nebnska Medical Center
space. More
pmpedy, lack thereof. Although the Libmy's
staff were capable of determining various
solutions such as microform Instead of paper,
weeding, or M e storage they wem less
sum about what impacts any of these solutions
wwld have on the users of the library.

-

-

-

for the analysis of the space problem data and
explained briefly how the matrbc worked. She
ended with an q u e of the process and a
Msh list" for next time: using bstter recording
equipment, prioritizing the list of participants.
and developing better questions. Finally, she
recommends addressing concerns as part ofthe
report and letting the analysis age for a while
before making recommendations based on that
analysis.

-

~Educatin@?eimining
Serhllsts
Ibr Ch8nge'
Barbam Hall, Head, Acquisitions, University of
Southem California
Reported by Cam11 Davis

Technological change is mquiring libraries to
develop new and mdng training programs.
Staff must be computer- and Internst-literate to
do everyday work and need continual retraining
to keep skills at desired Iwels. Added mvkes.
rsorganlzlltions. and other realitlas also
neceJsitate more training md retraining.
Barbm Hall explained and demonstrated key
steps, principles, and methods for dewloping
skills training programs. Training is a key to
olpanizational success,and supervison am the
personswho know best what is needed.

Hall distinguished "teaching,' which may foau
3h.ryl Williams moved between interactive
sessions with the workshop attendees and a
deJaiption of the actual experiences at the
McGoogan Library to illustrate the techniques of
engang athem nI( this case, allendoes) in
determining solutions to seaice problems. The
fint Interactive session identifled the s t m g and
weak points of both focus groups and surveys
for data coliadion. Using the Ikt the attendees
had generated. Williams explained why the
Library chose focus groups over surveys.
Continuing to engage the audience, Williams
ldenUtied each piece of struduring the fgroups, Including identifying aspects of the
space problem. developing the questions for the
foam groups. the pms and cons of using a
professional (or trained and experienced)
fadlitstor. whom to invite, hprr to invite them,
and how to conduct and mord the focw group

sessions.

Williams mommended that libraries analyze
the foam group msponses themselves. Ths
i not
only saves costs. but allows the library to view
the raw data, not just a synopsis of 1 by the
fadlitator. Sheshowsdsmstrbcthetvmsused
2:

on abstradions. from 'training,' which is aimed
at pmduclng change. Technological skills
training should include some backgroundthmxy,
to help trainees cope with a changeable
environment. But its defining purpose is to
bring skills to a desired level for pradical use,
so it is typically specitic and ORen task-oriented.
Hall outlined five steps to success In developing
training programs: (1) assess training needs; (2)
plan training SesSiolrJ and learning objectives;
(3) select the best training methods; (4) use
principles of adult learning for better resultr; and
(5) evaluate and measure outcome.

Demonstration and student practice are the key
methods for most skills training.
Hall
demonstrated these by training partrcipnts to
operate the overhead projector she was using
(and complimented them for being "quick
leame&).
Key principles of learning for skills training
include: make learning active; make learning
appropiate to needs, with dear goals; motivate
students to want to leam; channel leamlng
~ l l L h C ~ R . P a WmkdICp
0 :

through

multiple

senses;

use

two-way

communication; give and get feedbae plan
short sessions where you repeat, recap, and
review; and make winnings and endings of
sessions count. since people usually learn best
what they learn first and remember best what
they learned last.

Finally, HSU gave patidpants an outline and a
plmnhg form to help them stert their own
training Mion plans.

wQRuwus

" ~ D o c u ~ D o l l v u ) r
cltm Mac)<rigM, Marketing Manager, Network
Support lm; Teny &ykr, Head, Interlibrary
Loan, Universily of Marylpnd. College Park
Reported by Corlnne Jacox

The wwkshop began vrith Clam Mackigan
outlining how Netwo~icSupporl Inc. @El)
has
implemented an automated Document Delivery
system called
Relais. Relab is the
w m ~ l h p t i o n of InteIliDoc (Intelligent
Documem Dehwy). which b an eledronk
Document DeHvefy system that was developed
for ClSTl (Canada InsUtute for sdenwic and
Twhnical Infonnstion). IntellDoc is .Me to
accept o m from multipb sourws. identify the
disnt mule requesb to slacks, manage
probkm requests, convsrt documents to the
format mquested. calculate the amount to
invoice, and track mqqwsts. IntelliDoc was
developed to incrwse revenue, increase granth
in volume, shorten turnarwnd Ume, provide
varisty and flexibility in senrices, and pmvide
ntliable servke. The benefltsthnt have occufred
since the i m p l w n of Rdab are being
able to pwide multiple delhmy options,
m d d cyck times,a mdudkn in dellvery
costs. and imprwed staffworking conditions.
Teny srykr then disarssed SAILOR,
MNylamTs Onlim, Publlc InfomuUon Netwwk
Saylor kgan by saying that uk.rks am in the
krrinsss of providing inf-.
originally,
libraries W~KBabla to do this thmugh OWmKship
of tnaterials, but 85 infOmrstiOn has grOm thb
has changed to providing access to informetion.
This can be seen in recent on-line innovations
such as locating materials through WACS and
services such 85 UnCwar; requesting matetials
thmugh sewices like Reveal; and expdiling
delivery via fax machines, Ariel. UPS, and
FeddEx Naw we also have atate library on-line
InformSUonnetwoduthat pmvide free access to

informetlon and are never closed, They csn also

provide fulktext delivery of information. Sayler
feels that these are the pioneen for the next
century in Chument Delivery. SAILOR, which
began in 1989 as a vision and was brought up in
December 1995, is such a network. Sayler then
showed some of the features of SAILOR, which
indude a ikt of databases, a union list of
periodicals in Maryland, and delivery of full-text
joumai artides via the Web. Some of the
features require user accounts, internet sites
induded in SAILOR are selected by TARS
(Topical Area Reviewan) according to a
collection development policy. sayler concluded
by saying this is a way for ILL to gmw beyond
the building and also to put up abstrPding and
indexing services so ILL can focus on more
esoterk informaiion.

ubnry"

Kamn Howell. Head, Networked Infomation
Development, Center for scholarly Technolow;
Rayat. Wilder. Project Librarian. Center for
scholarly Technology; Lomlne PeRott.,
Serials Librarian, University Libraries; All from
the Univerdty of Southem California
Reported by Regina Beach

Kamn H d l outlined the procc#s for
developing the Electronic Journals Pilot pmject
begun in late 199Wearly 1994. The impaus
came fmm their library dean who approached
her with, 'Do somsthing with the Internet.'
Them w m a number of issues to conslder
beforetheprojectgotofftheground. Those
included: who would sponsor the pmjeU once it
was completed; who would have access to the
intellectual, physical. and nehmked lnformation; who would be making the colledion
development decisions; and how to handle
archives and baddlles. nowell knew that she
would have to be pawith librarians in
order to complete the p j e c t and faced some
constraints in that area: the Serials Librarian
position at that time was unfilled; the Univenity
was having budgetary pmblems and there would
no( be any new positions; and a new integiated
library system was in the planning stages of
development.
However daunting these
drawbacks wem she had some resources. The
Center for Schoiariy Technology had a R & R
development unit, and Howell was able to him a
library intern, Rayette Wilder, who later became
Project Litmian.

Rayatto Wilder then discussed how she
developed the project through a case study
a m . She studied the Mr. Serials Project,
the CIC ehctmnlc serial collection, SUNYMonisvUleb Pmject. and Virginia PoiytechnEs
Project. B a ~ on
d her findings she decided that
a hypmtaxt model would be best for the USC
collection, to impose existing collection
devdopment a l t d a for content to electronic
jowrwk, and to give preference to material on
the web for technics1 reasons. mere were also
access issue8 to consider such as more
edeumk publishing is being done on the Web;
fewar e-joumals are being distributed via e-mail;
a gmteway intadace created to USClnfo allowJ
for taxt-only vkwing of journals; and cataloging.
IMIder emphasked the Importance of cataloging
e-joumab for subjeU access. She also brought
out the thomy issue of maintenance. At USC it
had t!8en declded that the logical penon to do
this was the serials librarian.

mls was Lordno p.Rottr's cue to get up and

give her portion of the prsSentation. She first
gave some background on the Serials
DeparhaWs environment and situation. USC
has over 111,OOO current subsaiptions and
standing orders. E-journals were very dHficuit
for them to integrate into their workflow tmause
they were migrrtlng to a new system at the
time. Staff needed to have skills wlth the WOrM
Wide Web. Pmm a technical senricas
stendpolnt. Permtts ldentifid fwr major issws:
selection, acquisition. serials control. and
-loghrg.

ElabomUq on sekdion, she listed some ofthe
pmbkma that USC had encountered such as:
the level of awareness and interest In the project
varied mong selectors, active selectors have
more influence over the subject repf8sentetion
in the cokctbn. e o n want table of contents
journals as well as MI texl e-joumals. but do not
always distinguish, and the current policy k
critical to the4r success. me pmyd impacted
acquidtions to a lesser extent. Staff time and
money were not spent on extensive record
keeping, USC is amhiving on a locaf file sewer
those e-journab not already self-archived. and
electronic m s o m requires more teamwork.
Under s(Hiab control, USC is wrestling with the
issue of e-journal maintenance. Cumntly its
done manually.
Holding statements are
provided on the cataloging records. cataloging
policy k still evolving as to what is to be
included in the WAC.

Dlsarrsiofl folloWitlQ the speaken w85 very
iiveb. rn- wem many questians asked on the
30

various points outlined above and they
continued until the next workshop needed to use
the room. USC's electronic journal collection is
lndexhtml

Pmgram. Library of Congress
Reported by Kay G. Johnson
Regina Reynolds told the story of Serial Sam
and his 'hooks to h o l d i w project, then put the
audlenw to work in trying to Mentlfy Sam's
misconceptions and mistakes Involving the
ISSN. After a rousing discussion that bnn~ght
out such points as: ISSN is both singular and
plural, and ISSN are assigned by ISSN centers
worldwide. Reynolds outlined the history,
importsnce, and pmcessing request procedures
of the ISSN. She also discusssd the NatlonSl
Serials Data Pmgram (NSDP) and explained its
relationship with the ISSN "k,
the US.
Post OtRCe, and other organizations. The
NSDP continues to work onRowards projeds
such as an ISSN Web paae and exprnded
c w r n e of eledronic seriab in lbht of funding,
staffing. and adminlstdve reorganization
challengas. In condusion. it turns out that the
seripl Sam story had a happy ending.

HQwmwsQ

*Suiak Errhmg.sr Stfwdining 8nd
Ellminrtlon'
Cuol Pitm Diedrichs,Head.AcquWtlonDapt..
The Ohio State Univenity Libraries; Tricia
Davis, Head, Continuetion Acquisition DMsion.
me Ohio State University Libraries
Reportedby W i t h Janes

Carol Pilta Diedrichr desaibed in detail the
rathale, design, and implementation of a
project to review exchange agreements.
Although
exchange
agreements
are
iongstandlng, they incur ambhralent feelinos but
are seen as a means of acquiring items that
would not othetwise be available. Ohio State
University has a long history of library support
for jwmal exchange adhrities. The Wect
evaluated the exchange pmgram from top to
bottom with the m f i c emphasis on
streamlining the pmcess and switching to
purchased subsaiptions wherever possible.

Gofledion managers were asked to rwiew ell
exdmnge agreemmts in their subject area.
N A s I G I l l h wm#akw
~ ~

Whenever possible. purchased subsaiptions
warn entered. OSU p s s , collection manegers,
and suppliers were actively involved whenever
and wherever appmprlate. Exchange partners
wre kept fully informed about the process and

subscilption information for titles was provided.

As a resuit, records am automated, number of
exchanged has deaeased, and a
systematic review mechanismis in place.

titles
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NETWORKING NODES
(Ed. note: not .
I
- m mp...n(sdh this hm of tho.IW h o p to pick up the mkrhg M a h the next hm)

Reported by Amey Park, convener

This dsausion group was attended by
approximately 35 litmrians and vsndoro and
focused on relationships between them.
auaJuonr concemd methods of evaluating
customer sewice when considering new
vendom (one possibility is to consider &ing
potential vendws for references of iibrarles
which have recently left their service) and
ebments that vendon would find helpful from
iituarians (one su@psUon was postaraiuation
meetings for Wng' vendors). All partkipants
aomd that open and honest communicatkn
about needs and problems was critical for
mcessful reletionship between vendom and

Ubmrians.

!Jrmumw

-

Remrted by Mami Mann and Cathv Keiium. a%
convenm

A smali but vmy dedicated group interested in
unlon llstina met at the NASIG 96 confe-,
led by Marpi Mann of NLM and Cathy Kellum of
SOUNET. Following is a summary of the
discussion.

personnel need to initiate a dialogue with ILL
staff, train them how to interpret holdings, and
be aware of developments in automated ILL
systems.

2. Due to increasing network adivity. serials
subscfiption c a m , and kwxsased auto.
mation, ILL staff are dealing with an overwhelming volume of ILL mquests. Consensus:
ILL systems need mon automation; be aware of
this historic alWme-hgh volume, and treat ILL
staff kindly.

3. Union listers are facing new challenges in
trying to mpoct holdings for full text journals.
eiedmnic journals, and other non-tradnional
formats such as books, CDS. and newspapan.
This, in tum, raw an interesting ethical issue
of whether or not instituuOnr should report
holdings for a title or item thal causes ILL
problems. especially in regard to the current
ANSI 238.44-1988 NIO to rsport ANY poruOn of
a volume held, even if it is only one issue. No
cMlsensusormndusion.
General News items:

Overall Themes:

1. M. Mann reported that the OCLC to
SERHOU) interface pmblem had keen ilxd in
October 1995. Instkutiw can now report
holdings in OCLC that meet the new ANSI
standard and contain captions; the capions will
be stripped when the hoklhgs am forwarded
horn OCLC to SERHOLD.

1. There is 8 greater integraUon developing
between ILL and holdings activities. As a resuit,
Ilkarlans who report holdings (whether for their
lluuMions or on behaif of other institutions) are
interading more with interlibrary loan staff.
Consensus mmg attendees is that union list

2. C. Keilum reported that OCLC is about to
m i n field test of a USMARC Holdingsto OCLC
via tape load batch loading capabirny, currenlly
titled 'Automated LDR Updating." There is no
date at present for when it will be available for
Users.
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Attendees expmsed an interest in an OCLC
holdings export capability via Rp. This would
eliminate the cumnt produdion of tapes used
exclusively to report holdings to other holdings
utilities (e.0. NLM) or local systems.
The OCLC display featum Custom Holdings for
Union List. was also briefly diswssed.

3. M. Mann reported that NLM is cumntly in
beta test of an Rp reporting capabilii to
SERHOLD. She also reported that NLM has
strsamlind its tape reporting procedunw. m
implications O f thii new capablli were
discuswd. Institutions reporting to SERHOLD
wem emwaged to change their Internal
procedures to We rnodiflcstion updates rather
than global updates.
Interestingly, some attendees at the UL node
met Informally several times after the ‘offidal’
nehwkhq node slot to continue the disarssion
and raise other points.

Consensus: The union listing networking node
wlll meet agaln next year at NASiG 971

PWROFFSSlONAl CONCFWS
Reportedby Kathy Sweet. convener

Clearly there was felt a need for better
communication channels to be opened batween
librarians and staff. This may require more
frequent meetings and the nurturing of the
”team” concept in fadng and solving problems.
These meetings should be so structured
(induding a drcuiar seating arrangement) so
that all would be encouraged to partidpate
rather that feel stitled due to their hierarchical
rank in their library. Leaden should be able to
stimulate discussionwithout dominating it, and il
was felt that, then, all would participate and it
would be a more fruitful ventum.
The hour passed by quickly and many items,
such as creating a job distribution notification list
wem suggested at the conclusion and should be
held for futun, node discussion.

-

Reported by Cindy Hepfer. convener

Seventeen aspiring authors attended the
Networking Node, ‘Gstting Published: offered
by Cindy Hepfer, editor of &d@ Revieyy. The
d o n opened with those present Introducing
themselves and describing the kinds of
publication their Instnution expee4 of them for
tenure, promotion. etc.

Hepferthen diswssedwith them:
Twentyhvo attendees, lnduding 4 librarians,
Things to consider when dedding where to
made thk lhhd conseaWe diswsion node on
submit a manusuipt
the role of the psrnprofessional h todry‘s sertals
Possible typesof articies/publication
world an higorating nd thoughtgro~king
prsdicsl steps to getting a paper published
eqmienw. Many items wen tnwght forwsrd
Good publications for serialists to publish
for g m p comments, esp6dally the need for
imad
mom confenma workrhops aimed at the
parapmfesshal. Them vmmops should
She also distributed a list of llbfary journal
address hiVmto neglected amas of concern
edlton who would appmciate rnanusaipb
such as the advent of personal computers as
dealing with serials issues. In addition to spdelr
well aa mainframe programs in the work of the
waubmm (edited by Jim w),
stan md how to besl become adept at
(edited by Carol Died-),
integratingthis development Into one’s career.
-dna
(edited by Richard Smlragiia), wo all listed as
The groupwent on to voice a m a j w concern
appropriate publications for artides on serials
that paraprofessional staff have been, for some
issues.
time. asked to perform duties that previously
wem In the sole domain of the professional
liksrian, such as reference desk duty and
administration,
withovt
corresponding
compensation. While discussion was positive
Reported by Pamela Simpson. wanvener
and constructive,them was a feeling that these
The Serials Cataloging Node met with about 50
concerns wem and are dill being b g n d by
people in attendance. Jean Hirow gave a
library management.

m.

-
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CONSER report. then four mini-presentations
on momgraphic series followed.

Bevedey Gwr-Butler gave an update on the
memorable worluhop "Kwp Them Dcggies
Rolln" m n t e d by Beverley and Bea M&y
at the 9th NASlG in Vancouver. The practics of
using notes in series authority records instead of
mlying on coded infonnatlon has greatly
knproved the tum around time for items in
series. and has mdduclrd errors significantly.
Kay Teel, W e t s Cataloger at New York
Unlvenity. talked about series treatment
dsdsioM at NYU. These dedsions are now
made by Kay. in consultation with subject
spedalbts when needed. Unfortunately these
decisions are recorded only in the acquisitions
module of the local system, so not everyone can
scc(tss the information.

Regina Bepch, Serials Cataloger at Mississippi
State Univmity, has written a Jsries authority
manual for a consortium of several libraries in
Mbsbsrppi. She gave examples of various
sedions of the manual and disarssad the miung
prooc#s.

Jeanne Baker, Head of the Serials Cataloging
Unit at the University of Maryland. climsed the
dedslon at her Institution to begin inputting
serial Mbkgraphic recoids for numbered
monogmphic series which are cataloged and
d.ssed sepafately, in addition to those which
em classed together. She s h d examples of
haw these records look. pointing out notes
intended to help the patron wamh for individual

titles since search by title and search by series
are separate searches in her local system.

Reported by Danny Jones
Conveners: FriedemannWeigel (Otto
Hawasswtz
. ), Jeny Persons, (Stanford
University), Jane Maddox (Otto HarraJsomtz
Thii session provided those involved in ED1 and
those intemsted in learning about it an
opportunity to get down to details about ED1
implementation.
Persons started with a
dixussion about Stanford's
aggressive
approach to implementing ED1 as part of its menginefnlng of library pnxrtsses. Weigel and
Maddox dlscu?rcledthe ED1 progress being made
in Europe. Several ILS vendors in attendance
dlxwssed their efforts at implementing EDI.

The conveners announced an eledronic forum
to be hosied at Stanford called EDIFACT in
LIBRARIES
FORUM
(ELF)
m m ~
elf.stanford.edu. The purpose of the forum is to
facilitate electronic commerce between libraries
and their booksellers and subsaiptions agents,
t h w h the implementation of UNEDIFACT
businesstransactions for books and serials.
There was substantial dsausion of the issues
at this session from librarians, vendors, and ILS
reprarsenMive5, ~ e s l i n gthat scheduling
sesdocls of this natum earlier during the NASlG
wnfersnoe might increase the networking for
whrch NASlG is so well known.
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USER GROUPS

(Ed. nale: nal J U s u woups mu reprecuredh this issue o r t h e ~ e r .
W hop0 to#& up the mjS&g USWOroup.h the MUfi8aue)

Reportedby Denise Novak

Ten Sirsl WIS,two vendor representatives. and
two librar&ns from institutions interested in Sirsi

mef Momally for an hour on Sunday. Denise
Novak, CMU Libraries, convenedthe group and
after lntrpdudions wre made, began with a
brief wetview of the current status of the new
release of the Vmxlon 8 software. Camegia
Mellon University Libraries is beta testing the
software for Sirsi; Novak related what was
happening at CMU. Tho redl ofthe hour was
spsnt asking questions and aaunp answers

from each other on how the serials module is
used at each others libraries, what kind of
migration experiences we had with other
systems. and exchanging m a i l add-.
It
was great meeting each other and we hope to
meet again next year.

VOYAGFR USER GROUP
Reported by MagOie Riow. convener

Voyager (Endeavor Information Systems) u s e ~ ~
had their first ever users omup session at

NASIG this year. We had a small group, but we
were there! In addition to myself (from
MBWVHOI Uhry) there was a mprasentative
from the University of Pennsylvania, which is in
the final stages of papetwork before beginning
data conversion. There were also two
repmsntatives from the University of Windsor
(Cane) at the confemnce, but they had to
leave saw, so couldnY join us at the meeting.
We also had four people from thm universities
rvMch am not Endeavor utomen but are
looking seriously at Voyager soflware.
Hopefully they’ll join us as users nexl year at
NASIG.
Since Iwas the only one plssMlt aclually using
Voyager serials, the discussion centered around
whatthe module looks ilk8 and how it works in
practlw. We elso talkad about Voyager‘s multitier d m e r architectwe and how we at
MBVWHOl use other modules as well as
serials. w e h o p to sbo more voyager usom
nexi year at Ann Arbor.

-

Reported by Joyca Tenney, convener

The CARL Usen Gmup received an update
frwn Mads whltney of CARL on the new
rslssse of SRAQ. SRAQ 7.26.1 is planned for
limlted release to authority contml sites. This
r
e
m pmvides an enhanced interface to the
new authority control bibiiographic database
strudurecl for users of serials & Acqutsiuons.
SRAQ7.28.2 is planned for general release and
witl pvlde for enhanced cdledion d e

velopment featuras. Thls should be released
the end of the summer.

at

CARL is wwklng on X I 2 interchanges with
Brodart. Baker & Taylor, Ingram, Midwest. and
Yankee. The timetable for the Cataloger‘s
Workstation has not been set yet, but they are
moving along.

-

Several questions on various aspacts of SRAQ
and Bibliognphic Maintenance were received in
advance of the meeting and Marla discussad
them with the group.

Reported by Nancy Gibbs. convener

The DRA User Gmup met with about twenty
people in attendance. We had a koad lwei of
usem who asked about: ReportWaer; haw to
accomplish specifk tasks In DRA acquisitions
module; advantegeJdiiantagtaOes of doing a
task in a particular manner; deaning up item
records
before
conversion: problems
encountered implementing MFHL (MARC
Format for Holdings end Locetions).
As several pattidpants ware new to the DRA
ACQlSeriais module. the expertise of others
was exlremely helpful. The group decided to
establish an eladroni l i i of members which
cwkl be used to share informationand ideas.

The new system is due for release next March.
It is assumed that the Mud DFWNASIG User
Group meeting will afford a lively discussion of
the enhanced capabilities for Acquisitions and

Serials.
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MINUTES OF THE NASlQ BUSINESS MEETINQ
JUNE 23,1996
Susan Davis, NASIG Secretary

INlRODUCTlONS

GREE77NGS

Julia Gammon, President. convened the
nmetino at 8:42 a.m. and asked for a motion to
a m p l the agcmda. It was so moved and the
agenda accepted. She then intmducsd the
m
n
t Board members and Parliamentarian,
Alex Bloss.

Will Wakeling, Chair of the United Kingdom
Serials Group, offered greetings from across the
Atlantic. Alfred Gans. Treasurer of ASS10
(Australian Serials Spedal Interest Group),
W e d hb grestings and appredation from
colleagues ‘dorm under.’

SECRETARVS REPORT

Susan Davls, seaetafy,gave a brief update on
the Board meeting held just prior to the
The seaetarfs report was
conference.
approved. (See Board meeting minutes in this
issue for a full rsport.)
TREASURER'S REPORT

Dan Tonkery. Treasurer, presented his report.
W I G ' S finances are in good shape. with a
wmnt balance of approxknately t298.462. He
noted that we have yet to pay all the conference
expmws, so we are not as welloff as it may
appear, although the traasufy has a heatthy
balance. MernbersMp stands at 1.106. an alltime high. Income from last year's conference
was $24,511. WSlG b well within its approved
budgat, so far only $16,576 has been expended.
Total operating budgat is 558,240.
The
Tref~suWsreport was accepkd.
AWARDS AND RECOGlwnoN

Awards were presented to W o i n g Board
mernberq October Mns. Bobbie Cadson and
John Tagler, In recognition of their service to
WIG.
outgoing Committee Chairs were abo
rscognized and prsssnted with a token of
appradalim from NASIG for their contribution:
mema Baker @aO), Sandy FolsM (Bylaws).
Gail Jullan (StudOfd Gnnt). StMurden
W,~JoyceT~ney(RW.
Specla1 awards were given to Ann Emelawn to
rscognlzs her service as NASIG-L Ilstovmer and
Dorothy Collins. long-time member of the
Finance Committee. The Tosk Fora, on
Electronic Access was rscognhed for moving
swiftly and smO0th)y to find a new home for
NASlGt eledromc
' senrlces: Marilyn Geller, Ann
Em4av.n. Steve Obmg. m
e
i Riow and
Birdie MacLennan.

Members of the Conference Plannin&!

and

Julia also introduced and thanked all the
continuing committee chairs, the
Editorial Board,
Editor-in-Chiaf and &&$&g
and the Archivist. All volunteers (committee,
task force memberr. etc.) wre asked to stand
and be recognized.
Julia also thanked the past presidents who
assisted her during the year.
OW BUSINESS

mere was no dd business.
NOMIMTIONS 6 ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
REPORT

Steve Murden. chair, reported on the m l t s of
the election held in the spring. Susan Davis
was elected Wce-PresidentlPrnt-EieCt,
Connie Foster was elected -ry,
Jean
Callaghan was raeleded as Memk-&-Large
and Carol Diedrichs and Ann Emelawn will join
the Board as newly elected Mambersat-Large.
These terms begin at the conclusion of tha
conference.
pBoCFFD/NGS EDITORS

Beverley Geer-Butler introduced the lQQ6
Editors, Cedlia Leathem and
Christine Christiansan. Unds WilllamS win
serve as Indexer.

p-

1997 CONFERENCE PREWEW

Tom Champagne sewed as
for
me 1897 CPC. me confsrence will be held May
2Q-June 1,1997 at the Unlvefsity of M i i a n in
Ann Arbor. He wnduded the drawing and B.
Gear-Butler dnw Alliwn Sleeman's name as
the lucky winner of a UMich1-shirt.
NEW BUSINESS

mere was no new busink.

Program Planning comm#tees were honored.

ADJOURNMENT

Out~oingpmceedinas Edtton, Beth Wley and
Mary Ann Sheble were recognized. as was Bob
Perdng,
Indexer.

me meeting was adjourned at 9:12 a.m. (Julia
retained her reand for finishing every meeting
by deadline!)
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LIBRARY SCIENCE STUDENT GRANT COMMITTEE: REPORT FROM GRANT RECIPIENTS
Mamaret Mering
This year, eigm library science students were
awarded NASlG Library W n c e Grants. The
grants coverad the cost of their mom, board,
transportation, and registration to the 1908
NASlG conference at the University of New
Mexico, and membership dues for a year in
NASIG. The students are:

exposure, it would be impossible to make an
informed dedsion about which aspect of serials
to pursue. Second. the conference is an
extraordinary opportunity to meet people current
in the field
on the cutting edge of serials
applications. Finally, the conference is able to
demonstrate in a way Impossible for course
work the thoroughly dynamic and expansive
aspeds of serials.

-

-

Conferences are ~ o o dways to find wt haw the
Umories and skills one leems in library school

Dana Mark Belchor
University of Oklahoma
L O W Crowell
Wayne State University

David W. Fma
Clark-Atlanta Univetsity

Randall Hopklnr
University of Maryland
marly A Maxwsn
Catholic University of America
Ma-

MM

Kent State University
Virginla Taffwelll
Pratt Institute
R k M k V M Snelknberg
UniMRity of
BMsh Columbia

W

Each of them completed a survey about
attending this y e a h NASIG Confmnce. The
fdlowlng is a sample of their t-fqmws:

my do you helit is wwlhwhas Ibrshrdents to
altend a NASlG m w ?
First. students get axposure to the multifaceted
eknnents Of the s8rials field. WWout this

are applied in real life. At school, we often only
deal with the cutting edge Issues, but in reality
many libraries are dealing wlth problems on a
mom basic and prsdical level.
How did attendng the

mmm bmww you

Pef==.w
The conference was an eye opening
experience. I had no idea so many people were

interested in the same things I was. The other
student grant recipients have become wntacts
that Iwill keepfora long time. Iwas also able to
meet many exiling people who were generally
interestad in my school and ideas for the Mure.

NASlG gave me the oppoftunity to meet
valuable contacts fmm around North America
and dose to home. It has also made a
difference to me in my job search, as I have
developed some employment opportunities as a
result of talking to employers about some of the
Sessions I sttended mprding the acquwtion
and maintenanceof elecEronic serials.
DM aimdhg the wnmwnw M w m you
c(yBBT p h S ?

Wm as

many people as I talked with at the
conference and as many wonderful workshops
and ledunrs I attended. I do not see how it coukl
have not influenced my career plans1 I had
planned to work with serials in soma capscity
even before attendim the confern. and in
that sense I was mot really swayed to gat
involved with serials. Hawaver, I definitely saw
S O t M opportunitiesthat Idid not know axistad.

My experiences at the conference inveased my
Intomil in setials work. The innovations and
issues raked by d o n presenters showed that

October 15, 1995, and can be sent by amaii.
fax, or snail-mail.

swipls work represents an area of both
cheLnge and innovation, as librarians struggle
with providing the best amass to Information
thmugh both traditional and developing
eledronlc media.

Individualswhose names are forwarded must be
NASlG members in' good standing and be
eligible for consideration according to Article IV,
W o n 2 and Article V, Section 2 of the NASIG
Bylaws, adopted UIQM. Membm of the
1WlW7
Nominations and
Eledions
Committee are not eligible for nomination.

W sigpst&ns do you have ibf
rWSrGShrdentgpntpmpm?

the 1997

i wish there would

The foilowing positions, with desaiptions of their
responsibilities.are scheduled for election:

More mention could be made of the job board at
the w i n g of the conference. IdM not discover
the job board until the last day. Attendees could
be encomgd to king employment notices to

VlCE~ESlDENTIPREDE~-ELECT
IW7/1~1QQsROOO
Coordinates Annual Conferem Pmgram and
site selsdion during term of office. Assists
President with committee appointments. Carries
wt duties of President in that officeh absence.
Fulfils term of office of P W e n t should that
position become vacant. Serves as Ibison to
one or more committees. Serves as Pad
President In third year of term.

have more formal
introduction belvmen the grant recipients and
the commiltw memben. Also, maybe the grant
recipients should be paired up with mentm,
much like the new members. Howwer. Idid find
many wiiling partidpants eager to take me
under their wings and guide me along.

NASIG. I talked to some attendees who said
they had jobs In the works, but had not thought
to look for candidates at NASIG.
AddlloMloommMtSOfsupgestkns

Everything was so well prepared, so well
orpsnized. so Informative. Whal a pleasure to
have beem able to attend such a conference1
Better than I cwki have imagined. Easily the
best conf~nmceI have attended. Thank you so
very much.
Ihad heard rumors that NASIG was one of the
best library confmnces around and it is NO. To
the confmmx Planning Committee: just keep
Wng whatever it is you have beem doing and
WIG
conferences win continue to be the
successthattheyare.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR W I G

TREASURER
1W7/199&199811999
Prepares all offlcial NASlG financial reports and
statements
Prepares
annual
budget
Coordinates all banking/inveshnent activii.
Assures filing of NASIG's annual tax return.
SMvSs as liaison to one or more committees.

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMEERS-AT-LARGE
1W 7 / 1 0 8 g l W l We (3 to be elected)
Rsprasents general membenhip on Executive
Board. Carries out special duties and
responsibilities. Serves as liaisonto one or mom
committees.
NASIG has had a strong tradition of lesdenhlp
during its first decade. Please help us continue
that trend by placing In nominationthe names of
Individuals who can make significant
contributionsto the orpanizstion. K you fed that
desaibes you. please do rot hesitate to

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVEBOARD

lwIniMte yoursan.

Onca again, it is time to begin the pmcess of
nominations and eledions for NASIG Officers
and Executive Board memben.

l W l 9 9 7 Nominations& Elections Committee:
Jane Branham, SE Louisiana Univsnity
Ladd Brown (Georgia State University Law)

A nomination form is Included in thii issue of
the NASlG Newsletter, for the positions of W c 6
PresidenVPresidant-Eled.
Treasurer,
and
Executive Board Members-at-Large. Nomina-

tions will bo accsptod by tho Chair of me
Nominations and Eiedions Committee through

Emerita (Emma) Cuesta, Hofstra (Chair)
Chrlstii Degener (UNGChapd Hill)
Julie Gammon (ex-officio)
Barbara Hail, USC
Marcella Lesher, St. Mary's University
Michael Somen, LSU
Kay TW. NW
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ABOUT NASIG MEMBERS
NEW MEMBERS
carol MacAdarn

Baldler, Dana Marie
Internet: DBELCHER@UOKNOR.EDU
(405) 436-2453

cmwell. LOmUa
(313) 22(M165

Fanblgton. Jean W.
Head of Malwiab AcquwuonS
Univen#y of Pennsylwnia
In t e w. JFARRlNG@PWXUPENN.EDU
(21s) 000-7563
Fogler, Pstdda A.
-n
Mayxell Air Fome Base
I n t W PFOGLER@MAXlAUAF.MIL
(334) 953-2135
Free. Dpvid W.
Int&& UBDWF@GSUSGl2.GSU.EDU
(404)755-1700

FIW, Rachel L
MkMtlaWc Hospital Library Specialist
RcmImom Inc.
Intomet: FRICK@READMORE.COM
@04) 350-5667
Fflsbee. Stephen
AsIstmtLiksrfsn
Paul Gmfthb college
Internet F R I ~ S . N O R l ? l N E T . O R G
(510) 327-6354
Glbson, Jean R.
Headofserials
The onduate Theolo~icolUnion Ubrary
Intsmst: JRGIBSON@SIRIUS.COM
(510) (L192529

Glatzer, Kenneth
Tenitory Saw ManagartNortheast

TheFIxonCOmppny
Intemet: GIATZER@FAXON.COM
(900)681-5553
O m , Mary Beth
Head, Technical Services
Troy State Universrty
Intomet: TSUMBGOl@ASNMAiLASC.EDU
(334)670-32.52
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Hutchins, Cam1
Library Mredor
Courant institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
Internet: HUTCHINS@NYlJ.EDU
(212) 990-3314
Hwsng, M. Y.
Serials Acquisiuon Librarian
Seoul National UnivMsihr Ubranr
Internet: HWANG@PW.SNUAC.KR
82-2-000-5288

.

Johntlng, Wendell
Assistant Diredw for Technical Services
Indiana UniveMy School of Law
Intemet: WJOHMlNQIlNDWNlXlUPlJl.EDU
(317)270-1074

Keyhani. Andrea
Manager, Eledronk Publishing
OCLC Inc.
Internet ANDR~KEYHANI@OCLC.ORG
(614) 764-6474

King, Shawn
Serials Librarian
NOrthCentral~
internat: SRKING@NOCTRLEDU
(700)637-5712
Lester, Mark R.
Head. AcquisruMls Unlt
San Diego slate univenity
Intemet: MLESTER@MAILSDSU.EDU
(618) 594-4122
Martinez, JoAnne
Assistant Librarian
University of Arizona
Intemet: MARTINBIRD.LIBR4RYARIZONA.EDU
(520) 821-6306

Maxwell, Kimberly A.
Internet: 4OMAXWELL@CUA.EDU
(703) 751-2213
Mcclure. Wanda L.

Head, Serials Dept.
University of Kentucky

Internet: WANDAM@POP.UKY.EDU
(806) 257-8307

McKay. Sharon Cline
Technicpl Sales Manager
Bladnvelrs
Internet: MCKAY@BNAMF.BLACKWEU.COM
(801) 942-8500

Roy, Robert
Librarian
BCIT Library
Internet: RROY@BCIT.BC.CA
(604)432-8364

McNair. Richard
CAI Laboratory Supenrisor
Canadlan Armed Forces
Internet RMMCNAIR@CAST.NAVNET.NET
(902) 427-0550 x874e

Ruelle, Barbara
Collection Manrgwrnent Librarian
Emory Univmlty
Internet: LIBBAR@EMORY.EDU
(404)727-5822

Moff, Maria
Internet MARlAI@DAX.CC.UAKRON.EDU
(216) 53s-6630

Ryan, Stephanie M.
Internet: SMRYAN@ALPHA2.CSD.W.EDU
(414) 224-7843

Moshf-h, Mahnaz
Acquisltlonslserials Librarian
Indiana univenity school of Law
Intomet: MosHFEG@
H4MLET.UCS.INDIANA.EDU
(317) 274-1925

Schaffner, Jennifer
Internet: JSCHAFFN@ECHONYU.COM
(212) 222-0447

Murphy. Kris
Head. AcquSouthern Methodist University
Intemet: KMURPHY@MAILSMU.EDU
(214) 768-2318

Nhonger, Thornas E.
Assodale Professor
Indiana IJniwmy
Internat: NIGONGE@INDIANA.EDU
(812) 855-5388
Nosakhem. Akilah S.
Education BibUographer/lnfonnationServices
Librarian
Georgia State University
Internet: LBASN@IANGATE.GSU.EDU
(404)851-3800

Pierce. Louisa
Periodicals Spedalist
Yolk college of Pennsylvania
Internet: PIERCE@YCP.EDU
(717) 846-7788 x1224
Popilskis, Edvika
Managing Editor
R R BavkerlRwd Refmnm
wmit: EPOPILSKI~REEDREF.COM
(908) 885-2875

Schuenernan, BNW R.
Head of Technical Services
Texas A & M Univenlty. Kingsville
Internet: KABRSW@TAMUK.EDU
(512) 593-3418
Sonberg, Paul A.

East Coast MarketingManager
Readrnom Academic Services
Internet: SONBERG@READMORE.COM
(215) 493-1607

Springer, Fran
Interlihry LoanlSerials Librarian
American Graduate School of lntemstlonal
Management
Internet: SPRINGEF@T-BlRD.EDU
( ~ 2 97872%
)
Taffurelli, Virginia
Internet: VITBC@CUNYVM.CUNY.EDU
(718) 2416140
Tako, Gabrielia
Technical Servlces Manager
University of California, San Diego
Internet: GTAKO@UCSD.EDU
(819) 534-1217

Thompson, Jan
Assistant Librarian (Serials)
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Internet: JTHOMPSON@lEE.0RG.UK
0171 240 1871

Radenska. Rwrni
Sdipls coordinator
Wake Forest University

Van Snellenberg, Richelle
Internet: RICHEUE@UNIXG.UBC.CA

Internet: RADENSK4@

(804) 737-7902

UB.WFUNET.WFU.EDU
(910) 759-5601
NnrMahn
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ADRIAN W. WXANDER is now Senior
Manager for Strategic DevelopmenvAcadamic
Market with The Faxon Company, Inc. Adrian
was previously Westem Sales Manager for
Swas Subsalption Service. Adrian can be
reached at:
4001 Normandy Pa*
LawmnwKs 68049
Phone: (913) 885-5500
Fax: (KI13)SSssSl8
E-mail: alexmW@faxon.com

BERNARD Ig(/nr BASCH rethat he is
taking "the biggest step of my prof6ssional
career in estabiishing his own subsasption
agency: Basch Subscri~ons. Inc.. your onestop SOUIW for all periodicals needs. His
addresses are:
BaschSubscriptlons
28 Perley strest
Concord, NH 03301-3653
Phone: @03)22!MIO9
Fax: (803)226-9443

ROLLY HARWUL points out that w(t need to
make a conadion to his name in the late
membership directory. Please update RdWs
entry from Hans11 to Hamell. Rdly aka has a
new email address at har&l@shermv.etsutn.edu. All other addresses are accuraie.
Rob Hatwell
PwiodicslslMimfonnsLibrarian
sherrod Library
East Tennessee State University
Box 70885
Johnson City,TN 37814
Phone at work: (423) 929-6996
Phone at home: (423) 929-0444
Fax at work: (423) 461-7028
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MARlLYN K€RCH€R WriteJ: 'My new job started
May 1, 1996. Previously, I was a Cataloging
Supervisor. TECHPRO, OCLC, Dublin, Ohio. My
new job is full-time reference at the Main Library
of Columbus Metropolitan Library. Ofl desk
responsibilities indude WMking on the UNION
LIST OF SERIALS for Central Ohio. This new job
represents a complete career change for me. from
technical services to p l b k services. After nearly
ten years as a cataloger, I had cataloged in nearly
every kind of cataloging agency there is and
worked in all formats. I had a "been there,done
that. kind of feding and dedded it was time for a
change. Fortunately, librarianship is wonderfi~lly
h a d , 50 there is always a new facel to explore
pmfessionally. I chose to build on my serials
experience, and am very much enjoying the
challenge of public services liksrianship. Merilyn
can be reached at (614) 845.2754, fax (614) 845.
2051 and Internet:
mkercher@freenet.colurnhs.oh.us

ANNE MCKEE is now Ssrials Specialist for
Blackwell's Periodicals, covering the West and the
Pacifffi Northwast. She was prsvkwly wiul the
Faxon Company in some of the same territory.
Anne now focuses on academic and
academidmedicallibraries, a change from dealing
with all types of libraries. She says she is really
enjoying working for Bladmelps and is glad to be
going to England o r m a year. Anne's new
addrasses are:
Anne McKee
Serials Specialist
B!ackwe.il's Periodicals
13618 North 99th Avenue, N0.853
Sun City. AZ 85351-2813
Phone : (802)8761286
F ~ X(
: 803
87~292
E-mall: mckea@bnamf.bladmell.com

VICTORIA MEDAGUA has moved back to the
greater Boston area from Maine.
She was
previously Serials Librarian at Bates cdiege in
Lewiston.
Wkki started her new job as
Cataloguing Librarian at Babson College on April
15, 1998. Wkki writes: The change offas an
opportunity to catalog in all formats and write
oiiginal records for many locally pmduced items.
I shall also take an active role in preparing Horn
Library's Web pages. For me, the change means
a renewed emphasis on work I love. Otiginal

me-

mcords and the Web site offer opportunities for
creative participation in this library and in the
pmfession. I've also been able to mtum to the
Boston area whem. oddly enough, all my old
friends a n still speaking to me." Vikki can be
mached at the following addresses:
Hom Library
Babson College
Babson Park, MA 02157-0310
Phone: (617) 23-72
Fax: (617)2395228
E-mail: medaglia@babson.edu

PATRICIA FUlWPS has a new position as
Assodale Univmily Librarian for Technical
Sewices at the University of Texas at El Peso.
Her prkw job was as Coordinator of Technical
Seaices at the University of the South in
Sewanee. Pat w r i t s "I m a n work hem at
UTEP on May 15 after leaving Swanee on
24.1996. a he move f m ~ w a n e eto the
University of Texas at El Peso is lass a change
in the kind of work Iam doing but rathers move
from a small private lihl arts school of 1,300
studen& to a large state unhrenity of 17.000
students. The scale in numbers and level of
responrlbility have both kxreosed but I am
excited about the chanoe and my Rrst weeks
have proved the wlsdom of my choice.' Pat's
addmsss
Dr. Patrida A. Phillips
Assodate University Librarian for Technical
SI#vices
m
r
y
Univmily of Texas at El Peso

ElPaso.lx 79988-0582
Phone: (915)7478710
Fax: (915)747-5327
E-mail: pphiIlip@utep.edu

and Information Science Program, as well as the
libraries. Much of the work he will manage or in
which he will palticipate will be part of the Quest
program. which is the univeisity's continuous
improvement initiative. Steve is looking fonvard
to wwking in a wide variety of pmjects and is
excited about the opportunity to focus on making
improvements. In addition to continuing as
Pmduction Editor of the WSIG Newshe*
also sewing on the Conference Planning
Committee for next summet's NASIG conference
in Ann Arbor. His new addresses are
228 Purdy Library
Wayne State Univmity
Detron,MI 48202
Phone: (313) 577-8056
FaX: (313)577-5525
E-mail: smsav~cms.cc.wayn8.d~
IN MEMORIAM

Joyce Ann Tracy died at the beginning of the
summer. Mer a brief struoole with brain cancer.
Joyce was the Periodicals Curator at the American
AnUquarian Society in Worcester, MA. Memorial
contributions may be made to:
Joyce A. Tracy Research Fellowship Fund
American Antiquarian Society
185 Salisburgy St.
woreester, MA 0 1 m
Or:

Fint Congregational Church
Church St.
Ellsworth. ME 04805

SERIALS RELATED REPORTS
STnrr SAVAGE started as Project Coordinator
for the Wayne Slate University Libraries in
Detroil on July 1. He was previwsly Team
Leader fw Cataloging and FWxessing at the
ukary of Michigan in Lansing. Though he
enjoyed his position at the state libmy. Steve is
lad to be back in a large. univmily libmry. His
newjob is an entirely new type of poswon for
WSU. It will indude working on any type or
level of pmject involvin(j any asped of the
Univenlty Library System, which indudas Media
services, m e University press. and the ~ibrary

CANADIAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
CONFERENCEREPORT
Wayne Jonas, National Library of Canada

The 5lsl annual conference of the Canadian
Library Assodation was held in Halifax. Nova
Scotia. June 54.1996. The CIA'S Serials Interest
Gmup (which maintains a lialson with NASIG)
wanired a session held June 7 on the topic of
providing access to and preserving online
eledmnic serials.

I called the session W r i n g the Dory" in the
spirit of the general theme of the conference.
which was "Sail Into Our Future.' I imagined
that the challenges and advantages that
eiedronic serials king to librfiries would be
similar to fisherpersons' taking advantage of the
best modern technology by rfgglng up their
dories in order to get the biggest catches. I
feared for a nanosecond that the Image might
be subjected to a really bad mixed metaphor,
and my wired dory would be afloat (bumpily) on
the lnfonnrtion highway.

About 45 people attended the Jession. There
were two speakem: Nancy Brodie. of the
Netions1 Ubrary of Canada. who spoke about
the library's Electronic Publications Pibt Project;
and Rob Cameron of Simon Fraser Univenity,
who spoke about the u n i v m s Internet
Eledronic Library Project.
The National Library's projed. affectionately
kmrwn as E3P by partidpants, ran from June
1994 to July 1995. Its basic purpose was to gain
prectlcsl experience In the dealing with eserials
by all areas of the library: acquisitions,
catalo~~lng.
serials &&-in,
collection management, & e m .

some ofm findings ofthe project were:
Canadian electronic serial publishing
covm a broad range. including
scholsrly and popular periodicais.
nemlettsn, and zinss. Lessthan half
are ako plblwled in a printed version.
The typical electronic formats are
ASCII. HTML, and PDF.

And for a summary of the project's final report is
available, go to:
httpJhwv.nbbncca/eppp/erepart.htm

Petimps Rob Cameron's presentation could be
desaibed as rocking the boat a little (once you
start with these images, it is hard to give them up).
One of the components of the projed at Simon
Fraser Univemity is a d d o r y of computing
science journals which is developed and made
BCC85SiMe on the world wide Web. me directory
consists of entries for over 450 journals (electronic
and print) dealing with computing science. Each
entry contains not only typical Mblbgraphlc
infonnaUon about the journal (e.0. We, publisher,
ISSN. table of contents of available issues, etc.)
but also hvpertext links to other resources on the
lntemet which mbht be useful to usen of the
jwmal (8.g. W,gopher, andlor FTP sewers
of the publlsher. availablllty from CARL UnCwer
or ClSTl document delivery services. etc.).
Accctss to the journals and to the informetion
about the journals is of two types currently:
keyword and alphabaical by title.
The main principles behind the directory are:

AuvMlitativeness and cunancy of
information
Comprehensivenesswithin a welldefined focus
Integratedaccess to printed and
electronicresources
Efficiency and reliability

Electronic publications are generally
acquired via m a l l or FW, or via
'minwlng.'

Storage and preservationof electronic
publiopuolrJ are challenging because
the medla of storage are subject to
deterioration. Technological
obsolescence is also an issue: some
serials may be viewable today but not
tomomnv.

E3P is officially snded at NLC. but its activities
continue: electronic serials (and now
monographs as well) are still collected,
catalogued. and archived. To get a fint-hand
look. see the Web site of the NLC's Electronic
Collection at:

MtpJhw.nlc-bnc.ca/epp@rJ-coll-e.htm
4a

One of the main points is that links must not only
be continually added. but also must be vbllantly
maintained. There are several methods for this.
for example including on-the-site small contad
addre~sesso that users can report any broken
links. Automated linkchecken are a better
method, but most existing ones are inadequate.
One of the pmjects at SFU is an improved
secondganeratiin linkchecker.
The idea is that this philosophy and method of
providing access to computing science serials
could serve as a prototypo for how catalogues
could be developed which take advantage of the
hypertext and networking espects of the Internet.

The Web site of the directory is at:
MtpJ/eilb.cs.sfu.ca/cs-joumarW

-

An artide about the dirsdory published also in
vol. 29, no. 3 4 is available

,-

at

-

http:/llas.SfU.cdplb~pO~

lWCMPT96-01.Mml
And the site used to give the presentation itself
is at:
http~/elib.cs.sfu.calCLAtalk.Mml

The presentatiinsmre fdlowsd by questions to
both speaken from those in attendance.
REPORT FROM THE A S W I G LIAISON
Bemardvurry"Batch

The Americcm Society for Information Sdenw
(ASIS) apedencad anc4her record year and
remained finendally sound.
Membefship
i m a s e d with a notice& rise in institutional
membership. Two new SlGs (Special Intemsi
Groups) were SStpblW. and the two annual
meetlngswerewellattertded.

CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
Card MacAdam
Note: Please rand announcementsc o m i n g
meetings of interest to the NASlG membership to Carol
Maddam.

September25-27,lSgS
Third European Serials Conference of the
European Federation of Serials Groups
Trinity College. Dublin, Ireland
OdOber17-18, 19W
ARL Membership Meeting
Washington. D.C.

Odober 21-24.lggS
American Sodety for Information Science
Annual Meeting
Baltimore. MD
November 7-9.1988
16th Annual Charleston Conference on Issues in
Book and Serlal AcqUWUons
Charleston, SC

Hot pick and Yahoo1 From scholarly pubiishing
to Infomation poky, ASlS continues to explom
the latest developmentsin informationscience.

February 1420,1997
A I A Midwinter Maetlng
Washington, DC

Yahoo, the popular Web search engine,
sekded ASIS' Web site at the Univerdty of
Indiana's School of LiaSry and Information
sdanco as the Yahoo Site for the Day.
Startpoint. another Web kansar, featured ASlS
asitsi.lOtPickWeb site.

March 1M2.1997
computers in Libraries 1997
Watt Reoencv c-1
City
Washington, DC
May 15-16.1997
ARL Spring Membership Meetlng
Albuquerque, NM

The two new SlGS are: Information Policy; and
VtsuaUzetion, Images and Sound.
ASlS
published Tom
Klnnws
and in prutnefship
WiM Mrr prsss. published

.-

Cliff Lynch, Director of Library Automation for
the University of California. Me Incoming
Pmsldent. has promised an exdtlng year
starting with the annual meeting in Baltimore in
October 1998 and the mid-year meeting in
scotttdale. Arizona in May 1997.
Dick Hill, ASlS Executive Dirsctw, recently
announced that the 1997 annual meeting
scheduled for Washington. DC will be c h a m
by Joseph A. Busch, Manager of the Getty Art
History Information Pro~ramin Santa Monica.

California.

May 15-18.1997
Feather River Institute
Feather River, CA
May 23-28.1997
M e d i c s l L i k s r i e s ~ ~ l ~ e l 8 n c o
Seattle. WA
May 2QJune 1,1997
12th NASlG Conference:
'Experimentation and Collaboration: Creating
Serials for a New Millennium'
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI
June 24,1997
American Society for Information Science
Mid-year Meeting

Scmdale, AZ
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June 44,1997
Society for Scholarly PuMiing Annual Meeting
Jw Maniott
Washington, DC
June 7-12.1997
Special LibrariesAssociationAnnual Meeting
Seattle. WA
June 1922,1007
Canadian Ukery Association
52nd Annual Conference:
"ReinvenUng libraries.
ottswa,Ontario

June 2BJuly 3.1097
AIA Annual Confemme
San Fnndsco. CA

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT

ThepsAsiG Is
wpyti~htby the N m
Amerkan Serials Interest Grwp and NASIG
encounges its widest use. In acawdmw wlth
the US. CopVrloht Ad's Fair Use provlrions.
readan may nuke a w k copy of any of the
work for reading, educstlon, study, or mseamh
puposes. In IddiUon. WIG pemb oowino
and circulation In any manner, prwided that
such drculstion is done for frse and the #ems
are nat lbsdd in any way, whether for-or
nat-for-pnMt. Any reprodudion for sak may
only tm done with the pennisskn ofthe NASlG
Board. with a requesl submitted I0 the alrmll
president of WIG.
under temu M
C
II
wln be
set by the Board.

The
QSSN: wo2-1733) is
published 5 times per year for the nmmben of
the Nolth American Serials Int6ml olwp. Inc.
it is available t h q h pcmonrl membership in

the organlzption. or by subscrlptkn for $25 per
year in the US.; $35 per year outside the US.
Memben of the Editorial Board Of the
are:
Ednor-In-Chiet

Columns Editor:
Produdion Editor:

Mstributbn Editor:
B ~ r Lieiron:
d
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The
is published in Febwary. April.
June, September. and December. Submission
deadlines are 4 weeks prior to the puMion
date. (January 1, March 1, May 1. August 1. and
November 1). The submission deadline for the
nexi issue is:

November 1,19%
NO LATE SUBMISSIONS
WILL BE ACCEPTED

Send all submissions/editoriaIcomments lo:
M m i e Hom. Head of Bibliopphk Servkes
Cline Library
No~em
Arizona University
Flagstaff. AZ 86011-6022
Phone: (520) 523-6779
Fax: (520)523-8043
Internet maggie.hom@nau.edu
Send all items for Title Change.' the Calendar.
and 'New Members' lo:

C a d MecAdam
swsts subsaipion services
440 Creamery Way. Suite A
Exton,PA 19341'
phone: (saO)447-9387
Fax: (810) 524-5366
Internet: cmacadam@swets.ni

Send all hrquiries concerning the NASiG
qanizetron and membership, and change of
addrass information, lo:
Connie Foster
Serials supervisor
Western Kentucky Univenity
1 Big Red Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Phone: (502) 7458160
Fax: (502) 745-3956
Internet: rfoster#glwkyuvm.wku.edu
Send all claims for unraceived issues
NewslettgL to:

Vikkl Medaglia. Serials Librarian
Horn Ubrary
Babson Coiiege
Babson, MA 02157-0310
Phone: (617) 2394472
Fax: (617)230-5226
Internet daIQia@babson.du

of the

NASlG EXECUTNE BOARD
1996/1997 ROSTER
PRESIDENT
BEVERLEY G€€R-B(ITLER
Head Cataloger
Maddux Library
Trinity University
715 Stadium thive
Sen Antonio. TX 78212-7200
Phone: (210)736-3124
Fax: (210)735-3342
E-mail: bgwrinity.edu

VICE-PRESIDENT/
PRESIDENTXLECT
SUSAN DAWS
Head, Periodicals Section
Lodmood Library BW.
State University of New York
at Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14280.2200
Batavia. NY 14020-9345
Phone: (716)645-2784
Far (716)64&5955
E-mail: unlsdb@
acsu.buffalo.edu

TREASURER
DAN 7DNKERY
PO Box 9238
Morristown, NJ 07963-9238
Phone: (201)984-2953
F a r (201)904-2954
E-mail: tonkefy@
intermmp.com

SECRETARY
CONNE FOSTER
S&ls Supervisor
HelmCravens Library 306
One Big Red Way
Westam Kentucky Univenity
ElovAlng Green, W
42101-3576
Phone: (502) 7456160
Fax: (502) 745-3956
E-mail: dostem@
WkyUVm.WkU.edU

PAST PRESIDENT
JULIA GAMMON
Head. Acquisitions Dept.
Bierce Library
Universilyof Akron
Akron, OH 44325-1708
Phone: (330) 972-6254
Fax: (330)972-6363
E-mail: jgammon@uakron.edu

MEMBERSAT4ARGE
JEANCALUGHAN
Systems/Serlsls Librarian
b r y
WhaatMl Cdkge
Norton, MA 02766
Phone: (508) -3715,
or
(508) 286-3725
Fax: (508)285-8275
E-mail: jcallqh@
WheatOnma.edU
A"ERCEUW
Original CahIoQer
Head Library
VanderbiH Univenity
419 21st Avenue Swth
Nashville. TN 372404007
Phone: (615) 343-2088
Fax: (615)343-1292
E-mail: erealaa@
ctrvax.vanderbiH.edu

ELUWOR COOK
Serials Specialist
Balk Library
Appalachian State University
BOone,NC28808
Phone: (704) 262-2786
Fax: (704)282-2773
E-mail: cookel@
appstate.edu
374 Bub Team Road
Boone NC 28607
E/RD/€ MACENNAN
Serials Coordlnator
BailymOm, Library
University of Vermont
Burlington,VT 05405
Phone: 0 6562016
Fax: (802)656-4038
E-mail: bmadenn@
moose.uvm.edu

CAROL W77S DIEDRICHS
Head, Acquisitions Dept.
WON Main Library
Ohio State University
1858 Neil Avenue Mall
Columbus. OH 432141286
Phone: (614) 292-6314
Fax: (614) 282-2015
E-mail: diedrichs.l@
OSIl.edU

KAT MCGRATH
Serials Librarian
Library Pmcesslngcentre
UniverSny of British
Columbia
2206 East Mall
Vancouver. BC V W l U
Canada
Phone: (604) 822-5476
Fax: (604)822-3201
E-mail: kmcgrath@

unixg.ubc.ca

NORTH AMERICAN SERIALS INTEREST GROUP
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
1W7/1QB8EXECUTIM BOARD AND OFFICERS

Name:
AfAupllon:
Address (if avallable):

(if available):
E-mail (If available):
phone:

JRFASURFR

Name:
Affiliatton:
Addrws Of available):
Phone: (if available):
E-mail (if available):

Name:
Affilistion:
Addrsss (if available):
Phew: (if available):
E-mail (If available):

Name:
AffiHath
Address (if available):
Phone: (if available):
E-mail (n available):
Name:
Affiliation:
Address (if available):
phone: (if available):
E-mail (If available):

NominauorUwill be fotwardecl to the Nominations 6 Elections Committee for review and considaretion.
Please mail nomination forms to:
Emerita Cuesta
Heed of Accass Services
Axinn Library
123 Hofsha Universily
Hempsteed,NY 11550.1090
E-mail: ~
46

~

~

